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Introduction
This grid set is aimed at young adults who already have experience of low and/ or high tech 
AAC. Although the grid set is fully supported by Widgit symbols, the spelling grid enables 
users who have some literacy skills to spell out unique words. 

There are two "sections" to the grid set, each with its own top page that can be opened 
directly from every individual grid. The first section consists of a set of category based grids 
eg. meals, drinks, animals & nature, time, numbers, actions. Each of these grids contains 
"static" vocabulary cells for sentence building eg. sentence starters, "dynamic" wordlist/ 
prediction cells that are populated by sub-categorised words and phrases, page jumps to 
other relevant vocabulary and command cells eg. delete word, speak. 

The Actions and Words for Sentences grids also have a verb morphology command cell. 
Different forms of the verb then appear in the dynamic wordlist/ prediction cells. This 
enables more advanced users to compose unique and grammatical messages quickly.

There are also a number of "skeleton grids" that are ready for the addition of personalised 
education based vocabulary for those users attending residential college/ higher education.

The second section contains the "Vocabulary for Life" grids. These grids are context specific 
eg. Eating out, Shopping, Banking, Safety, Accessibility, Medical appointment and contain 
primarily pre-stored messages/ phrases to enable speed of access/ use. 

Both sections also contain jumps to grids containing general pre-stored phrases including 
questions, opinions (comments) and sentence starters. 

The use of wordlists in both types of grid significantly increases the vocabulary available per 
grid beyond the 32 or 38 cell design and reduces the need for the user to navigate between 
several grids to compose unique messages. The wordlist features make it easy to add or 
remove vocabulary from each grid. Wordlists can also be exported easily for use in other 
grids/ grid sets.

The grid set provides a wide range of vocabulary that supports/ is relevant to units of City & 
Guilds Award/ Certificate in Augmentative & Alternative Communication at Entry levels 2-3 
or working towards Level 1 (see Introduction to scenario based worksheets for further 
information).
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Design and Layout of the Grids
Guide to Cell Styles
The following cell styles are used throughout the grid set to help the User to navigate to 
identify different cell functions and jump to different types of grid:

1. Light Blue Folded Corners (Examples: Start Grid – Feelings, Health, Body Parts): All 
cells with folded corners are jump cells. These light blue ones jump to the category 
based grids eg. Meals and Nature. They are also used to navigate back to the start 
grid or back to the previously used grid.

2. Darker Blue Folded Corners (Examples: Start Grid – Vocabulary For Life, VfL – Care, 
My AAC, Wheelchair): All cells with folded corners are jump cells. The darker blue 
ones jump to the Vocabulary for Life grids eg. Shopping, Eating Out and 
Arrangements.

3. Yellow or white rounded rectangles (Examples: Meals – I would like, I like, some): 
There are two main types of vocabulary cells. Some vocabulary cells are “static” 
meaning they don’t change within the grid. These are colour coded yellow or white.

4. Light Blue Rounded Rectangle (All grids except the Start Grid, Main College Grid 
and Main Vocabulary For Life grid): There are two main types of vocabulary cells. 
These blue ones are “dynamic” meaning their contents changes as different 
wordlists are selected within the grid.

5. Green Folders (All category based grids e.g. Meals, Time, Clothes): Cells shaped like 
folders change the wordlist being displayed in the blue vocabulary cells. These green 
ones change the wordlist to a sub-category of the main category for each grid. 

6. Yellow Folders: Cells shaped like folders change the wordlist being displayed in the 
blue vocabulary cells. These yellow ones are also sentence starters.

7. Purple speech bubbles change wordlists containing pre-stored phrases for 
questions, manners and comments relevant to the category for each grid.

8. Mauve speech bubbles jump to grids containing pre-stored general phrases e.g. 
sentence starters, questions and chat phrases.

9. Red cells are used for actions including delete word, clear, undo, speak and more 
auto content cells which display more vocabulary from the current wordlist. 

10. Green rectangular cells are for word endings such as plural “s”.

Overview of Grid Designs

The “Start” Grid
The Start grid provides:

 37 cells + Workspace

 Delete word, Clear, Undo and Speak functions.

 Jumps to traditional category based grids.
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 Jumps to the general phrase based grids eg. Quick Stuff, Starters, Questions, My 
Opinions.

 Jump to the “Vocabulary For Life” (context based grids)

 Jump to “College” grids for those in education.

 A jump to an information grid about VfL.

 A jump to the Other Functions (E-mail, ECU, SMS Messaging) grids. 

Category Based Grids:
Category based grids such as Meals, Feelings, Places and Weather consist of:

 38 cells + Workspace.

 Delete word, Clear, Speak and More Autocells functions.

 Sentence starters and sentence building words.

 Auto-content cells that display wordlists.

 Cells with “Change Wordlist” command to display sub-category words of the main 
category for each grid, including useful phrases.

 Jumps to other relevant grids.

The “Vocabulary For Life” Grid
The Vocabulary for Life grid consists of:

 37 cells + Workspace.

 Delete word, Clear, Undo and Speak functions.

 Jumps to context based grids e.g. Meal out, Shopping.

 Jumps to the general phrase based grids eg. Quick Stuff, Starters, Questions, My 
Opinions.

 Jump to the Home (Start) grid.

 Jump to “College” grids for those in education.

Context-based grids
Grids such as Shopping, Meal Out, Care and My AAC consist of:

 32 cells + Workspace.

 Delete word, Clear, Undo, Speak and More Autocells functions.

 Sentence starters.

 Auto-content cells that display wordlists.

 Cells with “Change Wordlist” command to display mainly pre-stored phrases and 
some single words relevant to sub-categories of the grid topic.

 Individual grids may contain unique functions/ commands relevant to the topic.

 Jumps to other relevant grids.

General Phrases Based Grids
Grids such as Quick Stuff, Chat Phrases and Opinions contain:
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 28 cells + workspace

 Delete word, Clear, Undo, Speak and More Autocells functions.

 Sentence starters.

 Auto-content cells that display wordlists.

 Cells with “Change Wordlist” command to display mainly pre-stored phrases.

 Jumps back to the Home (Start) grid and the main Vocabulary for Life grid.

College Grids
The College pages contain 4 “skeleton” grids (Staff, Students, Places, Lectures) that you can 
personalise by adding information into the wordlists contained in each grid. Each of the 
grids uses the same design as the category based grids. Sentence starters/ sentence building 
vocabulary have already been provided as well as pre-stored phrases for Questions, 
Manners and Comments. This vocabulary will be familiar to you if you have completed this 
workbook.

Other Functions Grid
This grid contains jumps to grids such as Music Player, Create E-mail or SMS and ECU.

There is also a “Shut Down” command on this grid to enable the User to independently turn 
off their communicator.

Tips for Personalisation
The Wordlist features of this grid set make it extremely easy to personalise:

 Many of the worksheets in this book will help you to identify vocabulary that is user-
specific.

 Once you have identified new vocabulary, categorise the word/ phrases for each grid 
according to the most relevant wordlist in that grid. 

 If you are only adding one or two new words/ phrases to a wordlist then this it is 
probably easiest to add these individually. However, if you are adding a long list of 
words/ phrases this can be done by first writing the list into a text file and then 
importing this file into the chosen wordlist.

 Add the most important or high frequency phrases to the “Wordlist for this grid” or 
to the TOP of the most relevant wordlist within the grid to ensure they are easily 
accessible.

 Please refer to the Grid 2 Reference Manual for more information on how to use and 
program wordlists.
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Worksheets
Category Based Worksheets
The first 30 worksheets are linked to category based grids.

The aims of these worksheets are:

1. To familiarise the user with the various design features of this grid set 
including different sections/ types of grids, types and styles of different cells 
and the wordlist features/ commands used.

2. To teach and give examples of the vocabulary within this grid including how 
vocabulary can be combined with sentence starters and phrases to create 
novel messages.

3. Provide a framework and suggestions for personalising the grids to meet the 
user’s needs.

4. To facilitate development of functional use of the grids and give examples to 
demonstrate how the vocabulary can be used to enable the user to complete 
the City & Guilds AAC Course.

In order to achieve these aims, the worksheets include exercises and quizzes to practise 
finding vocabulary/ symbols and identifying wordlists, sentence building, learning pre-stored 
phrases, identifying personalised vocabulary and functional scenarios in preparation for 
using the vocabulary in real life situations.

Phrase Based Worksheets
There are 7 worksheets for phrase based grids.

Scenario Based Worksheets
The aims of these 15 worksheets are:

 To use vocabulary learned in previous worksheets in a more functional way i.e. 
related to specific day to day situations s/he may encounter.

 To practise navigating between different grids to find relevant vocabulary (NB: Most 
of the scenarios require the user to access at least 2 different grids to carry out the 
tasks/ role plays).

 To demonstrate how different vocabulary can be used to support the user to 
complete the City & Guilds Certificate in Augmentative and Alternative 
Communication (3716-01).

References to the City & Guilds Certificate in AAC
Each worksheet contains references to units from the course. These are intended to be 
suggestions only in order to demonstrate how the vocabulary can be used by the user to 
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support completion of the units. Please consult the full Qualification Handbook for further 
information which can be downloaded at www.cityandguilds.com.

The units referred to are:

1. Conversation Skills (Mandatory unit) (201, 301, 401)
2. Directing Others (202, 302, 402)
3. Asserting Independence (203, 303, 403)
4. Remote Communication (204, 304, 404)
5. Dealing with problems in daily life (205, 305, 405)
6. Organise own AAC (206, 306, 406)

However, references have only been made in general terms. The level at which the user is 
working will differ according to:

i. Context (i.e. known communication partner, routine, familiar at ENTRY 2, known 
and unknown people in familiar situations at ENTRY 3 and known and unknown 
people in familiar and unfamiliar situations at LEVEL 1).

ii. Linguistic skills (single word/ pre-stored phrases at ENTRY 2, 2-3 word phrases/ pre-
stored messages at ENTRY 3 and phrases/ sentences (including compound 
sentences/ pre-stored messages at LEVEL 1). 

While the basic assessment criteria remains largely the same, the range of assessment 
criteria required by each unit increases as the levels progress. 

Users of Vocabulary for Life are most likely to be working at ENTRY 2/ 3 but there is 
sufficient scope within the vocabulary for users to work at or towards LEVEL 1 if 
appropriate.

References to the imported units (101: Developing Communication Skills, 102: Developing 
independent living skills - having your say) have not been included. This is because these 
units consist of more basic, underpinning communication skills to the units referred to 
above and are relevant throughout.

Progress Record Sheets
The final section of the workbook contains useful record sheets to support development of 
the User’s system and skills, for example, a template for a Personal Communication Plan, 
backup and programming record sheets.
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Worksheet 1: Feelings
Jump to this grid from the START grid.

1. Find the following Feelings words. Note that as well as speaking each word 
individually, the word will also appear in the workspace. (Don’t forget to select the 
Red Delete Word cell after you have selected each one):

A. Happy
B. OK
C. Sad
D. Worried

Now use the GREEN tabbed cells to find the following (NB: you will notice when you 
select these cells the words listed in the light blue cells in the middle of the grid will 
change)

Positive Feelings

E. Excited
F. Relaxed
G. Proud

Negative Feelings
E. Anxious
F. Disappointed
G. Embarrassed

H. Lonely (  Hint: Use the RED More AutoCells cell to display more words)
I. Confused

Neutral Feelings

J. Indifferent
K. Fine

Now select the “Favourites” tabbed cell. This returns the words in the light blue 
wordlist cells back to the original wordlist displayed when you first jumped to this 
grid. This is known as the “Wordlist for this grid”. Each grid in Vocabulary For Life has 
a “Wordlist for the grid”. You can return to this at any time by selecting “Favourites”.

2. Now try using the words you have found to build sentences. You can do this by 
combining them with the yellow sentence starters/ vocabulary   cells. Once you have 
built your sentence, select the red “Speak” cell to the right of the workspace to 
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speak your complete message. Then select the Red “Clear” cell to clear the 
workspace ready for your next message.

A. I’m happy.
B. I feel sad
C. I feel really excited.
D. I’m a little embarrassed.
E. I’m not worried.
F. I felt very lonely.

G. I feel worried and confused. (  Hint: Use the white “&” cell on the right side of the 

grid)

H. Do you feel surprised?

3. Instead of sentence building, you may want to use the pre-stored phrases in this grid 
for quick communication. These are found by selecting the purple speech bubbles. 
These cells work in the same way as the green tabbed cells. Each category based grid 
has 3 of these cells: Questions, Manners, Comments.
Try to find the following:

A. How are you?
B. Are you feeling better?
C. I’m fine thanks.
D. Yes.
E. Excuse me.
F. I want to talk to someone about it.
G. Please can you help me.

You will notice that many of these (general) phrases appear again in other grids.

4. And finally….. You will notice you can jump to other grids using the blue folded 
corner cells. On this grid you can jump to Health, Vocabulary For Life grids, Back to 
previous grid or Home (Start).
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Worksheet 2: Health
Jump to this grid from the START grid or from the “Feelings” grid. You will notice that while 
the layout of this grid is similar to the “Feelings” grid there are a few more green tabbed 
cells and less blue wordlist cells.

Now that you have learned the functions of the different styles/ types of cells and how to 
navigate around the grid, try the following exercises.

1. Find the following words using the Green Tabbed cells:
A. Tooth
B. Stomach
C. Doctor
D. Throat
E. Arm

F. Knee ( Hint: use the Red More AutoCells cell to find this word)

G. Speech & Language Therapist
H. Occupational Therapist
I. Tablets
J. Inhaler
K. Plasters
L. Wheelchair
M. Epilepsy
N. Glasses
O. Asthma
P. A first aid kit
Q. A sore throat

Now display the “Wordlist for this grid” again by selecting “Favourites”.

2. Now try using the words you have learned to build phrases. You will now notice that 
some of the yellow sentence starters are also tabbed. These clever cells will help you 
compose your message by predicting what you want to say, changing the words 
displayed in the blue wordlist cells.
Don’t forget to use the Red “Clear” and “Speak” cells.

A. I have a pain in my shoulder.
B. I need some paracetamol.
C. I need to see the doctor.
D. I have an appointment with the nurse.
E. I feel sick.
F. I need my glasses.
G. I have some medicine.
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H. I feel dizzy.
3. As you discovered in the FEELINGS grid, the purple speech bubbles contain useful 

phrases. How would you say:
A. What’s wrong with me?
B. How much can I take?
C. Ouch!
D. I don’t want that.
E. Do I have a temperature?
F. I agree.

4. Note it is possible to jump to the following pages:
 Home (Start)
 Back
 Vocabulary For Life
 Medical Appointments
 Feelings

 Adult Health ( Hint: The content of this grid may be unsuitable for 
some users. The jump can be hidden by going in to edit mode, selecting the 
cell then selecting “Hid Cell” from the “Cell Options” menu on the left hand 
side)
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Worksheet 3: Body Parts
Jump to this grid from the Home (START) Grid.

Hopefully you are now starting to become more confident in using the different cell 
functions within each grid. Practise finding words in this grid by completing the following 
quiz:

1. Name the body parts:

1.

16.

17.

15.

14.

13.
12.

11.

8.

7.

9.

10.

3.

6.

5.

4.

2.
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2. Which organ……
a) Pumps blood around the body?
b) Is used for breathing?
c) Is found in your veins and arteries?
d) Is used to digest food? (name 2)
e) Is used for thinking?

3. Find/ complete the following:

 I need to wash my __________________

 I need to brush my hair.

 I need to brush my teeth.

 I have a pain in my left leg.

 I need to wash my hands ( Hint: Use the plural “_s” on the right side of the grid)

 Thank you.

 Where does it hurt?

 I don’t know.

NB: The male/ Female words (see green tabbed cell) may be inappropriate for some users. 
Either hide this cell (see “Health” worksheet) or edit the wordlist by going in to edit mode 
and selecting the cell, then choose “Edit wordlist”.

4. List all the page jumps from this grid___________________________________

22.

19.

21.

18.

20.
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Worksheet 4: Actions
Jump to this grid from the Home (Start) grid.

1. Find the following pronouns:
a) I
b) We
c) He
d) She
e) You
f) They
g) It

2. The action words (verbs) have been categorised into the following wordlists. Try to 
identify each wordlist:

i. Food actions
ii. People Actions

iii. Senses
iv. Body actions
v. Mouth actions

vi. Hand actions
vii. Mind actions

viii. Other

3. In which wordlist would you find the following:

a) clap      draw      feel

b)  dance    jump       kick   

c) cook      eat      stir

d)  buy     gossip      help

e)  like     think      worry
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f)  look      smell      taste

g)  blow      chew      smile

4. Find the following auxiliary verbs (this wordlist will be displayed each time you 
select a pronoun):

i. Am
ii. Will

iii. Are
iv. Can
v. Was

vi. Is
vii. Have

5. Advanced users: You can use the Verb Form cell (see below) to change the tense of 
your chosen verb:

First select the verb you wish to use. Then select the “Verb Forms” command cell. 
The different forms of the verb will be listed in the light blue wordlist cells in the 
grid. You can then choose the form you need and the verb in the workspace will 
change automatically.
Try changing the following:

i. Bake → baking
ii. Ask → asked

iii. Think → thought
iv. Look → looks
v. Hear → heard

vi. Dream → dreaming
vii. Dance →  dances

6. Now try combining words to compose the following:
a) I am
b) To wash
c) He is
d) We are
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e) You will
f) It might
g) We can hear.
h) They will run.
i) She is drinking.
j) You have eaten.
k) It has boiled.

7. Find the following pre-stored questions:
i. What are you doing?

ii. Who?
iii. When?
iv. How much?
v. Have?

vi. Can?

There are no new Manners or Comments phrases in this grid.
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Worksheet 5: People
Jump to this grid from the Home (Start) grid.

1. Find the following sentence starters/ sentence building vocabulary:
a) I would like to see
b) I don’t like
c) I love
d) I like
e) My
f) Your
g) His
h) Her

2. This grid requires personalisation.  To help you identify vocabulary to program 

make a list of the names of the people in the life of the user here:  

Family :

Friends :

Important people :

More people (Other): 

Hint: You may wish to use photographs when programming your wordlists.This can be 
achieved by selecting “change picture” when adding names to your wordlists. 
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3. Find the following words in the wordlists Family – General, Relationships and 
Occupations:

a) Mum
b) Friend
c) Teacher
d) Girlfriend
e) Doctor
f) Carer
g) Dad
h) Speech & Language Therapist
i) Husband
j) Brother 
k) Grandad
l) Police Officer
m) Niece
n) Best friend
o) Chef
p) Shop Assistant
q) Aunty
r) Physiotherapist
s) Wife 
t) Cousin
u) Postman
v) Hairdresser

4. Complete or compose the following sentences:
a) I like __________
b) I like your brother.
c) I love my __________
d) I would like to see my Speech & Language Therapist.
e) I like his mother.

5. Find the following pre-stored phrases:
i. Who’s that?

ii. Do you know them?
iii. Do you like them?
iv. I like him.
v. I love her.

vi. I don’t like him.
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Worksheet 6: Clothes
Jump to this grid from the Home (start) grid.

Complete the following quiz:

1. Name 3 items of clothing you wear……
a) On your feet
b) On your upper body
c) On your lower body
d) To keep you warm.
e) When it’s hot.

2. Name 2 types of underwear:

3. What do you wear to help you to see?

4. What item has a tongue and a buckle?

5. What do you wear when you go swimming?

6. What are you wearing today? Start your answer “I’m wearing………..”

7. Then ask your therapist/ teacher/ carer “What are you wearing?”

8. You are going to a party and are going shopping for a new outfit. What do you need 
to buy? Start your answer “I need to buy…………”

9. Your friend tries on a new outfit and asks “How do I look?” You say “It suits you.”

10. More words/ phrases to find:

a) It’s dirty.

b) Please can you wash my t-shirts. ( Hint: Use the plural “_s” on the right 
side of the grid)

c) What size are you?
d) It’s too big.
e) Please

11. List all the jumps that are possible from this grid:
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Worksheet 7: Nature
Jump to this grid from the Home (Start) grid. This grid contains quick to access vocabulary 
about animals and plants. Feel free to personalise the “Wordlist for this grid” if you wish.

Use the pre-stored vocabulary to complete the following exercises:

1. Identify the following sentence starters:

 I like

 I would like

 I don’t like

 My favourite is

2. Create the following phrases by combining the words “a”, “an” and “the” with 
vocabulary in the light blue cells:

 An animal

 The dog

 A plant

 The cat

 An insect

 A tree

3. Now combine the word “some” with vocabulary in the light blue cells and Plural _S 
to create the following phrases:

 Some insects

 Some rabbits

 Some pigs ( Hint: Use the More Autocells command to find “rabbit”)

 Some butterflies

4. Name 3 different animals that you like. Start your answer “I like…” ( Hint: Don’t 
forget to use Plural _S  and “&” in your sentence)

5. Now name 3 animals you don’t like. Start your answer “I don’t like….”

6. What is your favourite animal? Start your answer “My favourite is…”

7. Now ask your teacher/ carer/ therapist “What’s your favourite?”

8. If you could have any animal as a pet, what would you have? Start your answer “I 
would like a/ an/ some.….”
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9. Here are some more words/ phrases to find in this grid:

a) It’s my favourite!
b) I like it.
c) Do you like gardening?
d) No
e) Sorry

10.  You can now jump to other grids to find more specific “Nature” vocabulary. Write a 
list of jumps here:
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Worksheet 8: Nature - Animal 
Categories
Jump to this grid from the Nature grid.

You will notice that the sentence building vocabulary (yellow cells) on this gird is exactly the 
same as the vocabulary you have practised on the Nature grid. Therefore the following 
questions with concentrate on learning new vocabulary in this grid.

1. Find the following animals just using the light blue wordlist cells (Wordlist for this 
grid) and the More Auto cells command:

 Horse

 Badger

 Giraffe

 Butterfly

2. NAME THE CATEGORY: In which category (Green tabbed cells) would you find the 
following:

A. Fox, hedgehog, deer, squirrel
B. Cow, pig, chicken, sheep
C. Blackbird, swan, owl, peacock
D. Chimpanzee, elephant, hippopotamus, zebra
E. Beetle, caterpillar, ladybird, worm
F. Dog, hamster, rabbit, tortoise
G. Dolphin, jellyfish, octopus, whale

Now go back and try to find all of the creatures listed above.

3. There are no new “Manners” or “Comments” phrases on this grid. However, here 
are a few new questions to practise:

 Do you have any pets?

 What is it?

 Do you like it?

Please jump back to the Nature grid to begin the next worksheet.
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Worksheet 9: Nature - My Animals
Jump to “My Animals” from the Nature grid.

All the vocabulary in this grid is the same as the “Animal Categories” grid EXCEPT for the 
sentence starters. Therefore we will practise building some sentences using this grid.

1. Identify the following sentence starters:
a) I can see
b) I’ve got
c) I haven’t got
d) It’s

2. You are now ready to use the skills you have already learned to build the following 
sentences:

a) I’ve got a dog.
b) I haven’t got a rabbit.
c) It’s a spider.
d) I can see some sheep.
e) It’s a snake.
f) I’ve got a guinea pig, a hamster and a ferret.
g) I can see some elephants and some tigers.

3. You can jump to the Numbers grid (separate worksheet) to add number vocabulary 
when building the following sentences:

a) I’ve got 3 chickens and 1 horse.
b) I can see 2 goldfish.
c) I can see 4 horses and 5 pigs.

4. There are no new Questions, Manners or Comments phrases in this grid. However, 
please use the “Comments” phrases to say whether you like or don’t like the 
following:

a) Crocodiles
b) Rabbits
c) Zebras
d) Dogs
e) Spiders
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Worksheet 10: Nature - Animal Facts
Jump to this grid from Nature.

There is quite a lot of new vocabulary to learn on this grid including sentence starters, types 
of animal homes, names of baby animals, descriptions, animal groups and animal care. 
However, there are no new “Questions”, “Manners” or “Comments” phrases.

1. Find the following sentence starters:

 It lives in

 It’s called

 It’s

2. Find the following animals just using the light blue wordlist cells (Wordlist for this 
grid) and the More Auto cells command:

 Kennel

 Puppy

 Fierce

3. Where do the following creatures live? Start your answers with “It lives in a/ an/ 
the….”

a) Fish
b) Rabbit
c) Monkey
d) Squirrel
e) Badger
f) Elephant
g) Gerbil
h) Bee

4. What are the following baby animals called? Start your answer “It’s called a/ an…..”
a) Baby Cat
b) Baby pig
c) Baby horse
d) Baby dog
e) Baby sheep
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5. Describe the following animals/ creatures by building and completing the skeleton 
sentences:

a) Lion: “It’s ___________ and ___________.”
b) Ant: “It’s an ______________.”
c) Hedgehog: “It’s _______________ and ______________.”
d) Dog: “It’s a _____________”

6. Find the following “animal care” words:

 Vet

 Lead

 Stroke
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Worksheet 11: Nature - Plants and Trees
Jump to this grid from the nature grid.

There is no new sentence building vocabulary or phrases to learn on this grid. 

1. Use the vocabulary available to;
i. Name 3 different flowers ___________     ___________     ___________

ii. Name 3 different plants    ___________    ___________    ___________
iii. Name 3 different trees      ___________    ___________    ___________

2. Name the following:

a) __________                              b) _____________

c) _______________       d)     ______________

e) _____________      f) ________________

g) _____________             h) _____________________

i) _____________  j) (Clue: Tree grows acorns) _____
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Worksheet 12: Nature – Horticulture
Jump to this grid from Nature.

You will already be familiar with most of the sentence building vocabulary on this grid (see 
“My Animals” grid). The only new sentence starter is “I need”. You might wish to practise 
finding this before moving on to building sentences with this grid.

1. Find the following words:
i. Seeds

ii. Pot
iii. Greenhouse
iv. Trowel
v. Wheelbarrow

2. Name these parts of plants:

a)                          b)                     c)  

                       e)                         f)  

3. Find the following “description” words:
i. Prickly

ii. Leafy
iii. Pretty
iv. Colourful

4. Complete the following phrases using “Plant Care Actions”
i. (To) ________ the flowers.

ii. (To) ________ the soil.
iii. (To) ________ the plants.
iv. (To) ________ the seeds
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5. SENTENCE PRACTICE:
i. What do you need to water the plants?

“I need a ______________ and some _____________________”

ii. What do you need to dig the soil?
“I need ________________”
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Worksheet 13: Meals
Jump to the MEALS grid from the Home (Start) grid.

This grid contains quick access vocabulary for choosing food and snacks. The “wordlist for this grid” 
should contain your favourite foods and/ or the meals you eat frequently. Please personalise this list 
by selecting “Auto content” from the Menu bar above the grid, then “Wordlist for this grid”.

To help you personalise this list, please write your favourite foods here:

As well as sentence starters, there are some words and phrases to describe quantities. These words/ 
phrases are also yellow cells.

Try to find the following:

1. I like 2. I would like
3. some 4. a bowl of
5. I don’t like 6. My favourite is
7. A piece of 8. Some more

Now, using the skills you have learned using the previous grids, try to build the following messages: 

A. I don’t like chicken curry.
B. My favourite is lasagne.
C. I like spaghetti bolognaise.
D. I would like a piece of toast.

E. I would like a cheese sandwich please. ( Hint:  “Please” is a “Manners” phrase)
F. I would like a bowl of cereal please.
G. I would like some more soup please.
H. I would like some cereal and a piece of toast please.

Breakfast:                                                                    Lunch:

Dinner:                                                                          Snacks:
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And now some pre-stored phrases:

a) It tastes nice.
b) Pardon.
c) What do you want?
d) It’s too hot.
e) Would you like some more?
f) I’ve finished
g) I want some more please.

 You will notice that there are more jumps to other grids than usual on this grid. This is because 
MEALS  is a large category. These cells jump to sub-categories of Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, 
Snacks (Also a jump from Home grid) and Drinks (Also a jump from Home grid).

Practise jumping to each of these grids and then back again to the MEAL grid using the blue back 
arrow.
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Worksheet 14: Meals 2
Breakfast/ Lunch/ Dinner/ Snacks

Jump to each of these grids from the MEALS grid. You can also jump to “Snacks” from the Home 
(Start) grid.

About these grids:

 Each grid has the same design/ layout.

 Each grid contains the same sentence starters, quantities vocabulary and stored phrases 
(Manners, Questions, Comments) as the MEALS grid. If you have completed the “Meals” 
worksheet, this vocabulary should now be familiar to you.

 Hint: You will need to use the more Auto content command to display phrases at the end 
of the “Comments” wordlist.

Activity:

The purpose of this activity is to help you find out what vocabulary is available on each grid. 

1. Design and write a menu for your favourite restaurant/ café. The menu must include:

 Breakfast dishes (including cooked breakfast items and continental breakfast i.e. types 
of cereal, yoghurt, fruit etc items)

 Lunch dishes (light bites)

 Main meals (dinner) 

 Side orders eg. Chips, side salad

 Hot &/ or cold puddings ( Hint: you will find puddings on the SNACKS grid)

2. Once you have completed your menu, practise ordering items from the menu by 
combining the vocabulary you have learned with the sentence starter “I would like” and 
the quantities vocabulary. Don’t forget to be polite too!

Example: “I would like fish and chips and some salad please.”

3. Finally, practise asking for the condiments you might like with your meal(s) e.g. salt, 

pepper, gravy, mayonnaise etc ( Hint: Condiments can be found on both the Lunch and 
Dinner grids)
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Worksheet 15: Drinks
Jump to this grid from either the Home (Start) grid or any of the Meals grids.

Here is the drinks menu for your café/ restaurant:

HOT DRINKS
 Tea
 Coffee, cappuccino, café latte
 Hot chocolate

COLD DRINKS
 Coca cola
 Lemonade
 Orange juice
 Apple juice

MILKSHAKES
 Strawberry
 Banana
 Vanilla
 Chocolate

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
 White wine
 Red wine
 Beer
 Lager
 Cider

1. Find all of the drinks on the menu using the DRINKS grid.
2. What other drinks can you find that are NOT on this menu? Write a list here:

3. Now practise ordering each item from the menu using the starter “I would like” and 
the quantities phrases;

 A cup of

 A glass of

 A pint of

 Some more

Examples: “I would like a pint of lager please.” “I would like a cup of tea please.”

4. Using “More words”, also ask for:

 A straw

 Ice and lemon

 Sugar
5. And finally, imagine you are the waiter/ waitress. Practise asking the following 

questions:
a) What do you want to drink?
b) Do you take milk?
c) Do you take sugar?
d) Would you like some ice?
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Hint: The Manners and Comments phrases for this grid are the same as 
those on all the other Meals grids.
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Worksheet 16: Places
Jump to this grid from the Home (Start) grid.

1. Find the following sentence starters/ words:
A. Where’s?
B. A
C. A different
D. I want to go to
E. I’ve been to
F. I’m going to
G. The

2. Complete the following quiz by naming the correct places (Note: there may be more 
than one answer!):
Where do you go to……?

A. Watch a film
B. Swim
C. Have a meal
D. Dance at the disco
E. Do the grocery shopping
F. Buy medicine
G. Buy CDs
H. Buy clothes
I. Buy magazines
J. See the doctor
K. Catch a bus
L. Catch a train
M. Post a letter
N. Park the car
O. Buy a ticket
P. Get on a boat
Q. Have a picnic
R. Sit on the beach
S. Work
T. Learn
U. Borrow books
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3. Now use the vocabulary on this grid to build the following sentences:
a) I want to go to the park.
b) I’m going to the theatre.
c) Where’s the bank?
d) I’ve been to a theme park.
e) I’m going to a different shopping centre.
f) I’ve been to the hairdresser.

4. Find the following phrases:
A. Where is it?
B. Let’s go.
C. How long does it take?
D. Where are you going?
E. It’s nearby.
F. I don’t know.
G. Please can you help me.
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Worksheet 17: Transport
Jump to this grid from the Home (Start) grid.

1. Identify the following sentence starters:

 I’m going by

 I would like to go by

 I’ve got

 I went by

Hopefully you will recognise the determiners “a”, “an” and “the” from the previous 
grid/ worksheet (Places). You may wish to practise finding them to refresh your 
memory.

2. Name 3 types of vehicles that use the road.
i.  

ii.  
iii.  

3. Name 3 types of vehicle that fly.
i.  

ii.  
iii.  

4. Name 3 types of vehicle that float.
i.  

ii.  
iii.  

5. Which type of vehicle is used by the police?
6. Which vehicle takes you to hospital in an emergency?
7. Which vehicle might you sleep in on holiday?
8. Which vehicle is used for fighting fires?

9. Compose/ find the following sentences:
i. I’ve got a car.

ii. I would like to go by Eurostar.
iii. I went by aeroplane.
iv. I would like to go by the underground.
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v. How are you getting there?
vi. It’s fast.

vii. It’s slow.
viii. I don’t like it.
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Worksheet 18: At Home
Jump to this grid from the Home (Start) grid.

1. The following sentence building words and phrases are new for this grid. Try to 
identify them:

a. I want to go to
b. I live in
c. Put it
d. My

2. Now find the following words using the wordlist for this grid:
a. In the
b. Bathroom
c. Cupboard
d. Shelf

3. Identify the ROOM by its function:
a. You sleep in here.
b. You cook in here.
c. You have a bath or shower in here.
d. You relax or watch TV in here.
e. You store your car in here.
f. You plant flowers here.

4. The following questions are related to APPLIANCES used at home:
i. Name 5 appliances used for cooking

ii. Name 4 appliances for listening to music
iii. What appliance do you use to dry your hair?
iv. What do you use to wake you up in the morning?
v. Complete the following:

Frozen food is stored in the __________
Chilled food is stored in the __________

5. FURNITURE & STORAGE:
i. Name 3 items of furniture you might find in a bedroom.

ii. Name 3 items of furniture you might find in the bathroom.
iii. Where do you store books?
iv. Where do you store clothes?

6. ACCOMODATION: 
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a. What type of house/ home do you live in? Start your answer “I live in…”

( Hint: You will notice that when you select this sentence starter the wordlist in 
the blue cells automatically changes to types of accommodation. This is the same 
wordlist as displayed when you select the green  tabbed “Accomodation” cell)

b. Name 3 other types of accommodation in this list.

7. PREPOSITIONS:
Use either “In the” or “on the” to complete the following:

a. It’s __________ cupboard.
b. It’s __________ shelf.
c. It’s __________ wardrobe.
d. It’s __________ desk.
e. Put it __________ study.

Now use the “Prepositions” (green tabbed cell) to compose the following sentences:

f. It’s next to the cupboard.
g. Put it under the bed.
h. Put it behind the sofa.
i. It’s in front of my wardrobe.

8. MORE SENTENCES AND PHRASES to compose:
a. I would like to go to my bedroom.
b. I would like to go to the bathroom.
c. Kitchen and dining room.
d. Where is it?
e. Do you have one?
f. I can’t find it.
g. Turn it on.
h. Turn it off.

Now follow the jump to the Objects grid.
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Worksheet 19: At Home – Objects
Jump to this grid from At Home.

1. There are 2 new sentence starters on this grid. Can you identify them?
i. Please can you get

ii. Where’s?

2. Name the following objects:

                                                                  

                                                                 

3. Find the following items by their function/ description:
KITCHEN:

a. Used for measuring.
b. Used for drinking – has a handle.
c. Used to mix things together.
d. Used to wash the floor.
e. Used for washing up (__________ & __________)

BEDROOM:

f. Used to store jewellery.
g. Made from glass – used to check appearance.
h. Keep you warm in bed. (__________ & __________)

LOUNGE:

i. Used to display flowers.
j. Lights the room (__________ & _________)
k. Turns on the TV.
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l. Hangs on the wall.

BATHROOM:

j. Wash your face with this.
k. It makes bubbles in the bath.
l. You clean your teeth with these (__________ & _________)
m. Store your dirty clothes in this.

STUDY:

n. Used to store your pens and pencils.
o. Rubs out mistakes.
p. Sticks things together.
q. Controls a computer.

GARAGE:

r. Used to tighten screws.
s. You can climb up this.
t. Put your rubbish in this.

GARDEN:

u. Use these to water the plants (__________ & __________)
v. Sit on this to enjoy the garden.
w. Dig the soil with this.

4. SENTENCE PRACTICE:
i. I need a knife and fork.

ii. Please can you get my blanket.
iii. Where’s the remote control?
iv. Please can you get the hoist.
v. I need some cushions please.

vi. I need some pens and some paper.

NOTE: There are no new pre-stored phrases on this grid.
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Worksheet 20: Weather
Jump to this grid from the Home (Start) grid.

1. There are two new sentence building words/ phrases in this grid for you to find:
I. “going to”

II. “been”

2. Find the words to describe the following weather forecast:

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

3. What is the weather like today? Answer using the following sentence structure:

“It’s __________.” ( Hint: Use “_ing” on the right side of the grid if you need to 
change “rain” to “raining”)

4. Some more weather words to find:
I. Ice

II. Frosty
III. Hail
IV. Lightening
V. Damp

VI. Dry

5. Find 5 different words that describe temperature.
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6. Using the “My things” wordlist, compose and complete the following sentences:
I. It’s raining. I need my _______________________”

II. It’s snowing. I need my ________________________”
III. It’s hot and sunny. I need my ___________________”

7. Use “Time words” to compose the following:
I. Now it’s windy.

II. Tomorrow it’s going to rain.
III. It’s going to be cold later.
IV. It’s been warm today.

8. Find the following pre-stored phrases:
I. What’s the weather like?

II. Have you seen the weather forecast?
III. It’s lovely today.
IV. It’s horrible today.
V. It’s too hot.

VI. It’s too cold.
VII. What’s the weather forecast?
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Worksheet 21: Activities
Jump to this grid from the Home (Start) Grid.

1. New Sentence building vocabulary for this grid:

Find the following new sentence building words:

A.   To play

B.   To watch

C. To go

2. Complete the following quiz using key words from the grid:

A. Name 3 sports that are played with a ball.

B. Find the following sports:
I. Motor racing

II. Swimming
III. Boccia

C. Complete the gaps in the following sentences using words from the Indoor Activities 
word list:

I. I like to watch __________.

II. I like to play __________, __________ and __________.

D. Name 2 Outdoor Activities that take involve water.

E. Name 3 activities you can do using a computer.
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F. Find the following:

_____________   _____________   _____________

3. What is your favourite sport? 
Start your answer:  “My favourite is __________.”

4. Compose the following sentences:
I. I like swimming.

II. I don’t like skiing.
III. I don’t like cooking.
IV. I would like to go out for a meal.
V. I like to play tennis.

VI. I don’t like to play board games.
VII. I would like to go on a day trip.

VIII. I like to watch football and cricket.
IX. I would like to read a magazine and to watch TV.

5. Find the following pre-stored phrases:
I. What did you do last night?

II. What shall we do?
III. Do you like (skiing)?
IV. It’s fun.
V. It’s boring.
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Worksheet 22: Descriptions
Jump to this grid from the Home (Start) grid.

1. Find the following new sentence building words:

I am                                                       You are

 They are                                      It is

2. Name of the following:

SYMBOL VOCABULARY SYMBOL VOCABULARY

3. Now find the following:
I. Round

II. Triangular
III. Cube shaped
IV. Quick
V. Slow

VI. Whisper
VII. Noisy

VIII. Handsome
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IX. Mean
X. Funny

4. Practice using _ly to create the following adverbs:

Quietly (Hint: select “quiet” first, then select _ly)
Loudly
Quickly
Slowly

5. Describe yourself by completing the following sentence using three different 
description words:
“I am __________, __________ and __________.”

6. Sentence practice – compose the following:
I. I don’t like yellow.

II. They are spotty.
III. It is rectangular.
IV. You are tall.
V. They are small and round.

VI. It is pink, purple and stripey.

7. Now find the following pre-stored phrases:
I. What does it look like?

II. What does it sound like?
III. Can you describe it
IV. Is my favourite.
V. I hate it!
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Worksheet 23: Time
Jump to this grid from the Home (Start) grid.

1. Find the following sentence building words that are new to this grid:

 The date is

 The time is

 Today is

2. Find the following words:
a) Tuesday
b) Saturday
c) Weekend
d) March
e) December
f) August
g) Afternoon
h) Today
i) This afternoon
j) Next week
k) Months
l) Late
m) Minute
n) Hour
o) O’clock
p) Half past

3. Name the following symbols:

SYMBOL VOCABULARY SYMBOL VOCABULARY 
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4. Important dates: personalise this wordlist by writing a list of important dates here 
that can be programmed into your grid 
e.g.  My Sister’s birthday is on_____________________.

5. What day is it today?  Start your answer: “Today is ____________.”

6. What time is it?  Start your answer: “The time is of the___________.” ( Hint: select 
the clock to jump to the clock grid.  Then select “Speak”)

7. Compose the following phrases:
a) My birthday
b) Your anniversary
c) Its winter

8. Task for Advanced Users (to be completed once you have completed the Numbers 
grid worksheet) - compose the following sentences:

a) The time is half past 9.
b) The date is 10th August 2012.

9. Find the following pre-stored phrases:
a) What’s the time?
b) Am I late?
c) I’m looking forward to it.
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d) I’m early.
e) Soon.
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Worksheet 24: Numbers
Jump to this grid from the Home (Start) grid.

You will note that this grid has a slightly different layout to some of the previous grids. This 
is to accommodate the numbers (0-9 plus Space) key pad. These blue cells are static cells 
that enable you to type any number you require.

Hint: When using the number key pad, don’t forget to select “Space” after typing the 
number you require just as you would when typing a word. The Grid 2 will then 
automatically speak the number. 

1. There are 3 new sentence starters on this grid. Try to identify them:
a) I have
b) You have
c) There are

2. Compose the following using the numbers key pad (see Hint above):
a) 0
b) 9
c) 6
d) 3
e) 12
f) 68
g) 74
h) 127
i) 531

3. Now find the following numbers which are stored in the word lists:
a) 10
b) 75
c) 20
d) 40
e) 90
f) 300
g) 800
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4. What do the following symbols represent?

 _______________                                        _______________

    _______________                                 _______________

 _______________                                   _______________

     _______________                                       _______________

  _______________                                    _______________

   _______________                                        _______________

5. Find the following pre-stored phrases:
a) How many?
b) Can you guess?
c) How much?
d) Please can you help me count them?
e) I don’t know the answer.
f) It’s easy.
g) That is wrong.
h) Pardon.
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6. Now jump to the (Numbers) Endings grid using the cell in the bottom right corner 
of the grid.
Find the following words and word endings:

I. O’clock
II. _st

III. _th

IV.

V.

7. You can now jump between the Numbers and Endings grids to compose the 
following:

a) 5 O’clock
b) 1st

c) 9th

d) 3rd

e) £10
f) 50p
g) 7 A.M.
h) 4: 30 P.M.

8. Compose the following sentences:
a) There are 10.
b) You have 4.
c) There are too many.
d) I would like 3 please.
e) I have approximately 100.
f) There are more than 2.
g) I have 25p.
h) 2 plus 3 equals 5.
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Worksheet 25: Sentence Words
Jump to this grid from the Home (Start) grid.

You can use this grid to compose novel sentences. It is based on high frequency words (most 
common words) used in English.

As well as displaying wordlists, this grid uses word prediction to display more choices of 
words in the light blue wordlist cells. It is also able to learn to predict words that the user 
selects more frequently. Of course, you can also use words or phrases from any other grid 
or use the spelling grid to complete your sentences.

As in the Actions grid, you can use the Verb Form cell (see below) to change the tense of 
your chosen verb:

 First select the verb you wish to use. Then select the “Verb Forms” command cell. The 
different forms of the verb will be listed in the light blue wordlist cells in the grid. You can 
then choose the form you need and the verb in the workspace will change automatically.

1. In which wordlists would you find the following:
a) Man     thing     woman
b) Go      want     like     bring
c) My     her     us     himself
d) The     and     to     or
e) In     under     behind     next to
f) Good     little     different     new
g) Who?     How much?     How many?     Do?

2. Try to use this grid to compose the following sentences:
i. I am going to London.

ii. They will make a cake.
iii. She is drinking tea.
iv. It is under the bed.
v. He bought a jumper and some boots.

There are no new Manners or Comments phrases in this grid.
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Worksheet 26: Cooking
Cooking is found on the More Categories grid. Jump to this grid from the Home (Start) grid.

1. New sentence building vocabulary for this grid:
Identify the following:

a. Please can you…?
b. Now
c. Next
d. To buy
e. To use
f. Get the

2. Complete the following quiz:
a. Name the following vegetables:

____________  ____________ ____________

____________ ____________  ____________

b. Name the two types of meat_______________________________________

c. Name the two types of fish ________________________________________

d. Name three basic ingredients used to make a cake:

_______________            _______________             _______________

e. Name the following types of herbs and seasoning:

  ____________           ____________ 

____________           ____________
f. Name three actions you can do with a knife:

____________          ____________          ____________
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g. Find the following action words:
i. Add

ii. Fry
iii. Boil
iv. Cook
v. Squeeze

vi. Pour
vii. Whisk

viii. Stir
ix. Mash
x. Roll

h. Identify the following equipment or appliance by its function:
i. Used to grate cheese __________

ii. Used to cut or chop __________
iii. Used to measure and pour liquids __________
iv. Used to chop vegetables (_________ and __________)
v. Used to weigh ingredients _________

vi. Used for frying __________
vii. Used to boil water _________

viii. Used to blend food (_________ or _________)

i. Find the following quantities:

i. __________ __________         __________         

__________

ii. Gram               pint               tablespoon               a pinch of

3. Compose the following sentences:
a. It needs eggs.
b. I need to buy butter.
c. Grill the steak.
d. Please can you get the jug.
e. Boil the potatoes
f. Chop the carrots.
g. Add salt and pepper.
h. Now beat the eggs.
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i. Next add the milk.
4. Find the following pre-stored phrases:

a. Do we have the ingredients?
b. What do I need?
c. Do you have a recipe?
d. It tastes nice.
e. I want some more please.
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Worksheet 27: Money
Money is found on the More Categories grid. Jump to this grid from the Home (Start) grid.

1. Find the following new sentence building vocabulary for this grid:
I want                         
Do you have…?
A                 
An                 
Some

2. Find the following coins and notes (Note: if possible have some real money or 
pictures of money available to help you with this task):
a. 1p
b. 5p
c. £1
d. 20p
e. £2
f. 50p
g. 2p
h. 10p
i. £10
j. £20
k. £5

3. Identify the following items:

 ____________ ____________ ____________

____________ ____________ ____________

____________     ____________ ____________

                                              ___________
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4. Activity for more advanced users – Use the Money and/ or Numbers grids to state 
the cost of the following items:

                                             

                                                                              

5. Compose the following sentences:
a. I have £5.
b. I need £2.
c. Do you have 10p?
d. I have a voucher.
e. Do you have my bank card?
f. I have some coins.
g. I need my wallet.
h. I want some change please.
i. I need some 10p coins.

6. Find the following pre-stored phrases:
a. I can’t afford it.
b. It’s expensive.
c. It’s cheap.
d. How much is it?
e. Please can I borrow some money?
f. Please can you count my money?

36p £5.99

£11.99 £1.50 55p
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Worksheet 28: Personal Grooming
Personal Grooming is found on the More Categories grid. Jump to this grid from the Home 
(Start) grid.

1. Identify the following new sentence building vocabulary for this grid:

To put on my

Also, look at the little words wordlist for more sentence building vocabulary.

2. What do the following symbols represent?

____________ ____________ ____________

    ____________     ____________   ____________

____________ ____________      ____________

____________ ____________   ____________

3. Find the following vocabulary:
a. Dry
b. Comb
c. Hairdryer
d. Hair cut
e. Hairdresser
f. Trim
g. Conditioner
h. Toothbrush
i. Flannel
j. Razor
k. Eye shadow
l. Aftershave
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4. Compose the following sentences:
a. I need deodorant.
b. I would like perfume.
c. I need to brush my hair.
d. Please can you help me to put on my make-up.
e. I would like to buy a flannel.
f. I need to buy some shampoo.
g. I would like to wash my face and hands.
h. I need to dry my hair.

5. Find the following pre-stored phrases:
a. You look great!
b. That’s enough.
c. I don’t like it.
d. You look beautiful.
e. How do I look?
f. What do you think?
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Worksheet 29: TV
TV is found on the More Categories grid. Jump to this grid from the Home (Start) grid.

1. Find the following new sentence starters for this grid:
a. I would like to 
b. I watched
c. Did you watch…?
d. Do you like…?

2. This grid will require considerable personalisation according to the interests of the 
user.  Please write a list of your/ their favourite TV programmes here to be 
programmed in later:

If
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3. Identify the following wordlists which have been used to group television 
programmes into different categories:

a. Comedy
b. Factual
c. Cartoons
d. Game shows
e. Talent/ reality TV
f. Drama/ soaps

4. Find the following television channels:
a. BBC 1
b. ITV
c. Sky Movies
d. Channel 4
e. Sky One
f. Sky News
g. MTV

5. Find the following television programmes that have been listed in this grid:
a. Britain’s Got Talent
b. X Factor
c. Eastenders
d. Coronation Street
e. Casualty
f. Top Gear
g. Deal or No Deal
h. Countdown
i. My Family
j. Only Fools and Horses
k. Futurama
l. Wildlife documentaries

6. Compose the following sentences:
a. I watched Eastenders.
b. Did you watch The Gadget Show?
c. Do you like I’m a celebrity?
d. I would like to watch Dancing on Ice.
e. I don’t like Hollyoaks.

f. I watched Coronation Street yesterday.( Hint: Jump to the Time grid to 
complete this sentence)

g. I would like to watch the news tonight.
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7. Find these pre-stored phrases:
a. What did you watch last night?
b. What time is it on?
c. What channel is it on?
d. When’s the next episode?
e. I watch it too.
f. Please change the channel.
g. I’ve got to watch it!
h. There‘s nothing good on TV tonight.
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Worksheet 30: Music
Music is found on the More Categories grid. Jump to this grid from the Home (Start) grid.

1. Find the following new sentence starters for this grid:
I want to listen to

2. This grid will require considerable personalisation according to the interests of the 
user.  Please write a list of your/ their favourite music/ artists/ bands here to be 
programmed in later:
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3. Identify the following wordlists which have been used to group music words into 
different categories:

g. Girl Bands
h. Genre
i. Boy Bands
j. Female Artists
k. Radio/ Media
l. Male Artists
m. More words

4. Find the following words:
a. Radio 1
b. You Tube
c. Pop music
d. Classical music
e. Opera
f. Rock music
g. Orchestra
h. Girl Band
i. Choir
j. Percussion
k. Piano
l. Flute

5. Compose the following sentences:
a. I want to listen to rock music.
b. Do you like R ‘n’ B?
c. My favourite is Classical.
d. I don’t like Jazz.
e. I like pop music and dance music.

6. Find these pre-stored phrases:
i. What’s your favourite music?
j. Who’s top of the charts?
k. Do you have their album?
l. Is it on You Tube?  
m. I would like to download some music.
n. I want to listen to that again.
o. I want to watch it on You Tube.  
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Worksheet 31: Quick Stuff
You can jump to this grid from either the Start (Home) grid or the Vocabulary for Life grid.

This grid consists of a number of quick access phrases.

1. Find the following phrases which appear in the wordlist for this grid:

 I need a drink.

 I don’t feel well.

 Hello, how are you?

 See you later.

2. Use the sentence starter “I need my…” to Compose the following:
I. I need my coat.

II. I need my gloves.
III. I need my keys.

3. Identify the following wordlists:
a) My needs
b) Chat
c) More phrases
d) Help
e) Swearing (Optional – Hide this cell if not appropriate for the user)

4. Now find the most appropriate phrase for the following:
I. Needing the toilet.

II. Going to bed.
III. “I need to speak to someone.”
IV. “I need to take my coat off.”
V. Putting communicator on charge.

VI. Greeting (Hello)
VII. Apologising for being late.

VIII. Requesting “More”.
IX. “I’m ready.”
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Worksheet 32: Starters
You can jump to this grid from either the Start (Home) grid or the Vocabulary for Life grid.

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) I like
b) I think
c) I’m going to
d) It’s
e) Who’s
f) Where’s

2. Identify the following wordlists:
I. Manners

II. Questions
III. Comments
IV. Other starters
V. Pronoun + Aux

3. In which wordlist would you find…

 Who is

 I enjoy

 It’s

 I have

 Please

4. Find the following sentence starters:
a) Why is
b) Please can you
c) I choose
d) I need
e) I saw
f) How many
g) Can I
h) They were
i) I’ve got
j) I can’t
k) Do you want
l) I am
m) I didn’t
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n) We’re
o) I went to
p) I think
q) What about
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Worksheet 33: Questions
You can jump to the Questions grid from either the Start (Home) grid or the Vocabulary for 
Life grid.

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following phrases:
a) What’s your name?
b) Where is it?
c) What are you doing?
d) Why?
e) How much does it cost?

2. Identify the following sentence starters:

 Have you?

 Do you?

 Will you?

3. Using the sentence starters above, complete the following:
I. Do you like animals?

II. Do you have one?
III. Have you got it?
IV. Have you done it?
V. Will you think about it?

VI. Will you get it?
VII. Have you seen it?

VIII. Do you watch it?
IX. Will you do it?

4. Identify the following wordlists:
- When?
- Who?
- Where?
- What?
- How/ Why?

5. Find the following questions:
a) Who’s that?
b) Who’s supporting me today?
c) Who’s next?
d) What’s this?
e) What do you think?
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f) What happened?
g) What time is it?
h) When is your birthday?
i) When am I going?
j) When does it finish?
k) Where?
l) Where do you live?
m) Where are you going?
n) Where do you work?
o) How?
p) Why?
q) How old are you?
r) Why do I have to?
s) Whose is it?
t) What are you wearing?
u) When it is?
v) How often?
w) Where’s it gone?
x) Why did that happen?
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Worksheet 34: Chat Phrases
You can jump to this grid from either the Start (Home) grid or the Vocabulary for Life grid.

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) Did you have a good weekend?
b) Bye
c) Take care

2. Identify the following wordlists:
I. Questions

II. Relationships
III. Greetings
IV. More phrases
V. Encouragement

3. In which wordlist would you find the following:
a) What’s your favourite film?
b) We broke up.
c) Well done!
d) Good morning.
e) Be careful.

4. Complete the following quiz:
I. Select 2 phrases you might use to greet a friend.

II. Select 2 phrases you might use to greet your boss/ teacher.

III. Select 4 questions you could use to find out more about some-one.

IV. What phrase could you use to…
a) Ask someone to go out with you.
b) Ask for their phone number.
c) Express surprise.

V. Find 2 phrases you could use to give praise.

VI. Find 2 phrases you could use to give warnings.

VII. Select 2 phrases you could use to show you are listening.
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Worksheet 35: My Opinions
You can jump to this grid from either the Start (Home) grid or the Vocabulary for Life grid.

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) Great
b) Cool
c) Rubbish
d) Terrible

2. Identify the sentence starters for this grid:
- I think it’s
- I don’t think it’s

3. Identify the following wordlists:
a) Negative 
b) Neutral
c) Positive
d) Questions
e) Comments

4. Find the following:
I. Amazing

II. Fun
III. Average
IV. Fine
V. Boring

VI. Bad
VII. What do you think?

VIII. That’s right.
IX. I disagree.

5. How would you describe your favourite film? Start you answer “I think it’s…..”

6. Compose the following sentences:
a) I think it’s alright.
b) I think it’s OK.
c) I don’t think it’s boring.
d) I don’t think it’s exciting.
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7. Practise using this grid to give your opinions on (TIP: Good for group activities):

 The top 10 music chart

 Films/ DVDs

 TV programmes

 Contestants on reality TV shows/ talent contests e.g. The X Factor, Britain’s 
got talent.

 Any other relevant topics e.g. The opening ceremony of the London 2012 
Olympic Games.
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Worksheet 36: About Me
You can jump to this grid from either the Start (Home) grid or the Vocabulary for Life grid.

This grid requires considerable personalisation.  Complete the following to help you decide 
what information programmed into the grid:

1. The top 10 things you should know about me – write a list here:
i.  

ii.  
iii.  
iv.  
v.  

vi.  
vii.  

viii.  
ix.  
x.  

 
2. I like…….

3. I don’t like…..

4. Complete the following basic information:
a) My name is _______________
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b) I am __________ years old.
c) My birthday is ___________________________
d) My date of birth is ____________________________
e) I live in _______________
f) My address is 

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

g) I go to ____________________________________ (College/ Day Centre etc)
OR 
I work at__________________________________

h) My hobbies are __________________________________________________
i) My best friend is ___________________________
j) Other relevant information:

5. “My favourites is….” – what is your favourite……..?
Music ________________________________________________________________
Band   _______________________________________________________________
Singer _______________________________________________________________
Food   _______________________________________________________________
Drink   _______________________________________________________________
Television programme __________________________________________________
Film _________________________________________________________________
Celebrity _____________________________________________________________
Hobby _______________________________________________________________
Other: _______________________________________________________________

6. “My Family” – Write important information here:
(Examples: Names of parents, names and ages of brothers and sisters and possibly what they do for a 
living and where they live etc, names and information about other important people in your family)
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7. Find the following questions you can ask about other people (pre-stored in this 
grid):

a) What’s your favourite music?
b) What’s your favourite TV programme?
c) Who’s your favourite celebrity?
d) What’s your favourite food?
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Worksheet 37: Jokes
You can jump to Jokes from either the Start (Home) grid or the Vocabulary for Life grid.

This grid has been left empty for you to add jokes of your own taste. The grid has been 
designed for jokes that have questions and punch lines. You may wish to design your own 
grid for different types of jokes e.g. Knock-Knock jokes.

Write a list of your favourite jokes here:

JOKE (Question) PUNCH LINE
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Worksheet 38: Care
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

Please personalise this grid by removing irrelevant phrases and replacing them with User-
specific phrases.

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) I would like to use the toilet.
b) Who is supporting me today?
c) Please can you wipe my nose.
d) I am uncomfortable. Please can you reposition me.

2. Identify the following sentence starters:
I. I need

II. I like
III. I don’t like
IV. Please can you help me

3. Use the sentence starters to compose the following:
a) I need personal care.
b) I need a drink.
c) I need to make a phone call.
d) I need to take my medication.
e) Please can you help me to do some laundry.
f) Please can you help me tidy up.
g) Please can you help me make a drink.
h) Please can you help me send an e-mail.
i) Please can you help me check my text messages.

4. The wordlists for “I like”/ I don’t like” require personalisation. Please write a list 
here which can be programmed later:
EXAMPLES: “I like… to have a shower every morning”, “I don’t like… having my 
nails clipped.”
I like…

I don’t like…
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5. Identify the following wordlists:

 Questions

 Manners

 Comments

 Activities of Daily Living

 Comfort

 Eating & Drinking

 Personal Care 1

 Personal Care 2

6. Find the following phrases:
a) Who is supporting me tonight?
b) Excuse me.
c) No
d) I don’t like that.
e) I really appreciate that.
f) I’m uncomfortable.
g) I’m too cold.
h) Please can you re-hoist me.
i) Please can you tighten my straps.
j) Doing the laundry.
k) Cleaning
l) Dressing
m) Vacuuming
n) Washing
o) I would like a shower
p) I need to use the bottle (Should be amended for Female users)
q) Please can you brush my teeth.
r) Please can you wipe my mouth.
s) Please can you wash my face.
t) Please can you dry my hair.
u) Please can you cut my nails.
v) Please can you help me get dressed.
w) I would like a snack.
x) Please can you turn my feed off.

7. Identify jumps to the following grids:

 Mealtime Support

 Health

 Personal Grooming

NB: These wordlists appear in the same position on each of the Vocabulary 
for Life grids.
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Worksheet 39: My AAC
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

This grid will require personalisation to meet the needs of the User. You may also wish to 
adapt some of the following exercises to ensure they are relevant to the User.

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) There’s a problem with my communicator.
b) I can’t find it on my communicator.
c) I need a new word or phrase on my communicator.

2. Complete the following statements to be added to the wordlist for this grid and 
the My Communication wordlist:
- I indicate “Yes” by________________________________________________”
- I indicate “No” by ________________________________________________”

3. Use the sentence starter “I need my” to compose the following:
a) I need my communication book.
b) I need my charger.
c) I need my glasses.

4. Identify the following wordlists:
I. My Communication

II. Remote Communication
III. Something’s Wrong
IV. Repairing 1
V. Repairing 2

5. Find the following phrases:
a) Was my communicator put on charge last night?
b) Do you know any signs?
c) It’s too loud.
d) I misunderstood.
e) I’m confused.
f) I’m going to show you my “Yes”.
g) I use the Grid 2.
h) I use symbols.
i) I can read some words.
j) Please can you help me access the computer.
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k) I would like to make a Skype call.
l) I would like to read my e-mails.
m) I want to make a phone call.
n) It’s not working.
o) It’s not charging properly.
p) Please can you phone Sensory Software.
q) Please can you adjust my mount.
r) I need to speak to my Speech and Language Therapist.
s) I understand everything you say.
t) Please can you say that again.
u) It’s not on my communicator.
v) Please give me time to compose my message.
w) It’s a person.
x) It’s an action word.
y) It’s something else.
z) I need a new phrase on my communicator.

6. Adding to and using the Missing Phrases grid:
You can record new phrases you have composed ready to be permanently 
programmed onto your communicator as follows:

i. Compose the message you would like programmed.
E.g. “I need my communication book.”

ii. Select the “Add to missing phrases” cell:

This automatically saves the phrase to the Missing Phrases grid.
iii. Now jump to the Missing Phrases grid. You will notice the message has 

now appeared in the workspace in this grid.
iv. You therapist/ carer or whoever is helping you with programming should 

check the list regularly to ensure your programming requests have been 
completed.

v. As you add more messages, use the Up/Down arrows to highlight 
different messages in the list. You can then either “Speak sentence” to 
hear the message or select “delete” when it has been programmed or is 
no longer needed.

7. The Controls Grid: Jump to this grid to change/ set the volume of your 
communicator, turn it off or exit the grid.
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Worksheet 40: Wheelchair
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) There is a problem with my wheelchair.
b) I need to go to the wheelchair clinic.
c) Please can you put my wheelchair on charge.
d) I need to see my Occupational Therapist.

2. Identify the following sentence starters:
I. I’ve got a problem with my…

II. It’s my…

3. Use the sentence starters to compose the following:
a) I’ve got a problem with my wheels.
b) I’ve got a problem with my headrest.
c) It’s my cushion.
d) It’s my battery.
e) I’ve got a problem with my controller.

4. Identify the following wordlists:
a) Wheelchair parts.
b) Problems
c) S.O.S

5. Use the Wheelchair Parts wordlist to name the different parts of your own 
wheelchair. It may help you to take photos of your chair from different angles as 
not all parts may be visible to you when you are seated in the chair.

6. Find the following phrases:

a) It’s broken.
b) What’s wrong?
c) It’s too fast.
d) It’s not charging.
e) Can it be fixed?
f) When will it be ready?
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7. S.O.S Wordlist: You may wish to add your own phrases here to help you in an 
emergency e.g. “Please can you move me to a safe place”, “Please put my chair 
into manual by….”.

8. Identify the jumps from this grid to:
- Medical Appointments
- Arrangements
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Worksheet 41: Shopping
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) I want to buy some clothes.
b) Excuse me, I was here first.
c) Please can you get it for me as I cannot reach.
d) I would like to make a complaint.

2. Identify the following sentence starters:
i. I would like to go to

ii. I like
iii. My favourite is
iv. I don’t like

3. Use the sentence starters to compose the following:
a) I would like to go to Sainsbury’s.
b) I like Primark.
c) My favourite is Matalan.
d) I don’t like Tesco.
e) I would like to go to Boot and WHSmiths.

4. Identify the following wordlists:
- I want to buy
- General Phrases
- Complaining
- Paying
- Shops
- More Shops

5. Find the following phrases:
a) Where are the changing rooms?
b) How much does it cost?
c) Do you have any special offers?
d) Is this item in the sale?
e) What time do you close?
f) It’s expensive.
g) I like that.
h) I’ll leave it for now.
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i) I need a different size.
j) I want to buy some groceries.
k) I want to buy CDs.
l) Please can you help me pay.
m) Please take the money out of my purse and count it out in front of me.
n) I would like a bag please.
o) I would like a receipt.
p) I would like to change this for a different size.
q)  I would like to speak to the manager.
r) This item is faulty.

6. Find the following shops:
i. Morrisons

ii. Asda
iii. Wilkinsons
iv. M & S
v. River Island

vi. Peacocks

Write a list of other shops you would like to be programmed, here:

7. Identify jumps to the following grids:
- Money
- Accessibility

8. The Shopping List cell: Use this cell to display your own personalised shopping list. 
The wordlist can be edited each time you go shopping to help you remember what 
you need to buy.
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Worksheet 42: Eating Out
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) I would like to order some food.
b) Please can I see the menu.
c) This is not what I ordered.
d) Please can you help me pay.

2. Use the sentence starters to compose the following:
I. I would like to go to MacDonald’s.

II. I like Pizza Hut.
III. My favourite is Frankie & Benny’s.
IV. I don’t like Burger King. 

3. Write a list of your favourite restaurants/ pubs/ café’s to be added to this grid, 
here:

4. Identify the following wordlists:
i. Ordering Food

ii. Things I need
iii. Complaining
iv. Chat
v. Paying the Bill

5. Find the following phrases:
a) Are you ready to order?
b) Have you finished?
c) How shall we pay?
d) That was very nice.
e) It’s too hot.
f) I feel full.
g) Sorry, I didn’t enjoy it very much.
h) I have booked a table.
i) I am ready to order.
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j) Please can you read the menu to me.
k) How long will it take.
l) Please can I have some napkins.
m) Please can I have some mayonnaise.
n) Hello.
o) Excuse me.
p) Please can you bring me another one.
q) I would like to speak to the manager.
r) Please can I have the bill.
s) Please can I have a receipt.
t) Please can you put it in the bag on the back of my chair.

6. Identify the jumps to the following grids:
i. Mealtime Support

ii. Meals
iii. Accessibility
iv. Drinks
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Worksheet 43: Banking
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) I would like to withdraw cash.
b) What’s my balance?
c) I bank with ________________ (Please edit)

2. Identify the following sentence starters:
I. I would like to go to

II. I want to
III. I need

3. Use the sentence starters to compose the following:
a) I would like to go to Barclays.
b) I need a cashpoint.
c) I want to open an account.
d) I need my bank card.
e) I want to discuss my account.

4. Identify the following wordlists:
- Money
- Information
- Problems

5. Find the following phrases:
a) Please can you get my wallet out of my bag.
b) Please can I have some change.
c) I’ve lost my wallet.
d) I’ve forgotten my PIN number.
e) Please can you cancel my card.
f) My account number is
g) The branch is in
h) Thank you
i) I can’t afford it.
j) It’s cheap.
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6. Identify jumps to the following grids:
- Numbers
- Post Office
- Money
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Worksheet 44: Post Office
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) I want to buy some stamps.
b) I want to send a letter.
c) Where is the nearest postbox?
d) Where is the post office?

2. Identify the following sentence starters:
I. I want to buy

II. I need
III. I want to send
IV. Can you tell me about

3. Use the sentence starters to compose the following:
a) I want to buy envelopes.
b) I want to buy stationery.
c) I want to send a parcel.
d) I want to send a card.
e) I need my purse.
f) Can you tell me about Special Delivery.
g) I want to buy 6 first class stamps.

4. Identify the following wordlists:
- Post
- Things to buy
- Postal services
- Travel services

5. Find the following phrases:
a) A letter
b) Cards
c) Recorded signed for mail
d) Standard parcel delivery
e) 12 second class stamps
f) A gift card
g) Passport applications
h) Currency exchange
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i) What time is the last post?
j) Please can you help me track my post?
k) Where are the application forms?
l) Please can you help me.
m) I don’t know the postcode.
n) I need to apply for a passport.

6. Identify the following jumps to other grids:
- Banking
- Money
- Numbers
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Worksheet 45: Emergency
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) Please can you help me. It’s an emergency!
b) I need an ambulance.
c) Please can I use your telephone?
d) My name is ________________ (Please edit)

2. Use the sentence starter “Call the…” to compose the following:
I. Call the Police.

II. Call the Coastguard.
III. Call the Ambulance Service.
IV. Call the Fire Service.

3. Identify the following wordlists:
- Essnetial Info
- Emergency Phrases
- First Aid

4. Find the following phrases:
a) What’t this phone number?
b) What’s this address?
c) Please can you phone?
d) Do you take regular medication?
e) Something’s on fire.
f) There’s been an accident.
g) Someone’s been taken ill.
h) Someone’s been attacked.
i) Call for help.
j) Start CPR.
k) Remove Hazards.
l) Give back thrusts.
m) Help, help. I need help.
n) It’s an emergency.
o) Dial 999.
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5. Identify the following jumps to other grids:
- Health
- Safety
- Numbers
- Spelling
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Worksheet 46: Safety
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) I’m lost.
b) Be careful!
c) That’s dangerous.
d) Please can you give me directions.

2. Identify the following sentence starters:
I. I feel

II. I’ve lost my
III. Please phone
IV. I need to speak to

3. Use the sentence starters to compose the following:
a) I’ve lost my keys.
b) I’ve lost my ticket.
c) I feel worried.
d) I feel safe.
e) I need to speak to my key worker.
f) I need to speak to a Police Officer.
g) Please phone _____________ (Edit this wordlist adding names and telephone 

numbers of key contacts)

4. Identify the following wordlists:
- Warnings
- Danger
- Wheelchair Problems
- Phrases

5. Find the following phrases:
a) Stop
b) Don’t do that!
c) I would like to talk in private.
d) It’s been stolen.
e) My wheelchair has broken down.
f) Please can you switch my chair into manual and push me to a safe place.
g) I am being bullied.
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h) I am being followed.
i) Someone has been abusive towards me.
j) Where is the nearest Police Station?
k) Do you know how to get there?
l) It’s safe.
m) It’s unsafe.
n) It’s dangerous.

6. The Alarm Cell: 
Please add a sound file here that can be used as a personal alarm in an emergency. 
You may also need to add a “Set Volume” command so that the sound is loud 
enough.

7. Identify the following jumps to other grids:
- Telephone
- Emergency
- Wheelchair
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Worksheet 47: Travel
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) I would like to go by bus.
b) What time does it depart?
c) I need to buy tickets.
d) I would like to go by train.

2. Identify the following sentence starters:
I. I would like to go to

II. I’m going by
III. I need

3. Use the sentence starters to compose the following:
a) I’m going by taxi.
b) I’m going by coach.

c) I would like to go to London. (  Hint: Personalise this wordlist by adding 
names of other important places that the User travels to regularly)

d)  I need a return ticket.
e) I would like to go by ferry.
f) I need to book online.
g) I need my passport.
h) I need a timetable.

4. Identify the following wordlists:
- Taxi
- Ferry Travel
- Aeroplane Travel
- Train Travel
- Bus Travel

5. Find the following phrases:
a) What time is the Ferry?
b) Which airport is it?
c) I have checked in on-line.
d) I would like a window seat please.
e) Which gate do we need?
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f) What time is my train?
g) Do I need to change trains?
h) I need a ramp.
i) What platform do I need?
j) Where is this train going?
k) Where is the bus stop?
l) Please can you tell me when it is my stop?
m) Which number bus is it?
n) Please can you ring the bell for me?
o) I would like to book a taxi.
p) I need a wheelchair accessible taxi.
q) How was the journey?
r) How much is it?
s)  Is it on time?
t) It has been cancelled.
u) It has been delayed.
v) I missed it.
w) I had a good journey.
x) Pardon.

6. Identify the following jumps to other grids:
- Transport
- Places
- Money
- Time
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Worksheet 48: Accessibility
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) Where is the disabled access?
b) Excuse me. Please can you move that so I can get past?
c) Where is the lift?
d) Please can you help me cross the road.

2. Use the sentence starter “I need” to compose the following:
I. I need a ramp.

II. I need a lift.
III. I need a mobility scooter.

3. Identify the following wordlists:
- General Phrases
- Crossing the Road
- Problems

4. Find the following phrases:
a) Where is the nearest pedestrian crossing?
b) Is there a drop curb?
c) Please can you press the button for me.
d) Excuse me. Please can you open the door for me.
e) The pavement is very uneven.
f) The lift is out of order.
g) There is no drop curb.
h) It is too crowded here.
i) Is there a Shopmobility?
j) Where are the disabled parking spaces?
k) Are there any steps?
l) The access is good here.
m) It’s inaccessible!
n) Thank you
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5. Identify the following jumps to other grids:
- Shopping
- Emergency
- Eating Out
- Safety
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Worksheet 49: Medical Appointment
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) I would like to make an appointment please.
b) I would like to see the doctor.
c) I need to change my appointment.
d) It’s urgent!

2. Identify the following sentence starters:
I. I would like an appointment to see

II. I have an appointment with
III. It’s my
IV. I’ve been unwell since

3. Use the sentence starters to compose the following:
a) I would like an appointment to see the dentist.
b) It’s my stomach.
c) I have an appointment with the nurse.
d) I’ve been unwell since yesterday.

4. Identify the following wordlists:
- Arranging
- Consultation
- Symptoms
- Cancelling/ Changing
- Medical Procedures
- Anatomy

5. Find the following phrases:
1) I have received a letter.
2) It’s not urgent.
3) I would like a morning appointment.
4) I would like to see a male doctor.
5) I have a rash.
6) I have a temperature.
7) I have a cough.
8) I feel itchy.
9) Blood test
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10) Operation
11) Physical Examination
12) It’s about my medication.
13) I need a new prescription.
14) I would like my test results.
15) I am on the waiting list.
16) I cannot attend.
17) I need a later appointment.
18) I need an appointment on a different day.
19) I would prefer to see someone else.
20) Heart
21) Blood
22) Bowel
23) Kidneys
24) When is my appointment?
25) When is the next appointment?
26) Please can you send me a letter of confirmation.
27) Who is it with?
28) Please can you explain it.
29) I don’t understand.

6. Identify the following jumps to other grids:
- Body Parts
- Health
- Time
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Worksheet 50: Mealtime Support
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid.

WARNING!! This grid requires considerable personalisation. If you have eating, drinking 
and swallowing difficulties you should ask your Dysphagia trained Speech and Language 
Therapist for advice regarding specific information to be included. The phrases already 
included in the grid are examples ONLY.

Please use the following headings/ questions to help you and your therapist to identify 
important information to be programmed into this grid in the corresponding wordlists:

1. The most important things you need to know are (Add to Wordlist For This Grid):

2. I need…(Add details of general or specific utensils/ equipment)

3. Foods I can’t eat…

4. Please do…
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5. Please don’t…

6. How to prepare food (Food Preparation):

7. How to prepare fluids (Fluid Preparation):

8. Positioning at mealtimes:

9. Environment (What should my mealtime environment be like?)

10. Warning Signs (Things to look out for/ signs of aspiration):
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There are a number of general pre-stored phrases in this grid which should already be 
familiar to you from other food related grids. Please find the following:

a) I’ve finished.
b) I’ve had enough.
c) It’s too hot.
d) I want some more please.
e) Would you like some more?
f) Yes
g) It tasted nice!

Identify the following jumps to other grids:

- Snacks
- Meals
- Drinks
- Eating Out
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Worksheet 51: Meal Preparation
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) Please can you help me do some cooking.
b) I need a recipe.
c) Is it ready?

2. Identify the following sentence starters:
I. I want to bake

II. I want to cook

3. Use the sentence starters to compose the following:
a) I want to bake chocolate cake.
b) I want to cook lunch.
c) I want to bake biscuits.
d) I want to cook beans on toast.

4. Identify the following wordlists:
- Microwave
- Hob
- Oven
- Other Phrases

5. Find the following phrases:
a) Turn on the gas.
b) Stir continuously.
c) Bring to the boil.
d) Put it in a frying pan.
e) Put it in a microwave safe dish.
f) Select full power.
g) Pierce the film several times.
h) Set the timer.
i) Preheat the oven.
j) Put it on a baking tray.
k) Put it on the top shelf.
l) 180 degrees
m) Turn it off
n) Read the instructions.
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o) I have a good recipe.
p) Put it in the fridge.
q) Do we have the ingredients?
r) What do you think?
s) I’m ready.

6. Identify the following jumps to other grids:
- Snacks
- Meals
- Mealtime Support
- Cooking
- Numbers
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Worksheet 52: Telephone
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) Hello, it’s ___________________ (Please edit)
b) I am using an electronic voice to talk to you.
c) Who’s calling please?
d) Goodbye

2. Select the sentence starter “I would like to speak to”. You will notice this wordlist 
is blank for you to program names of people you might need to telephone. Write a 
list of names to be programmed, here:

3. Identify the following wordlists:
- Greetings
- Making calls
- Quick chat
- Answering calls
- Introductions
- Repairing conversations
- Telephone numbers.

Please check each wordlist and add personalised information where required.

4. Find the following phrases:
a) Hello
b) Good Afternoon
c) Take care
d) Goodbye
e) Please don’t hang up
f) Please bare with me as it takes time to compose messages
g) I’m sorry, she isn’t here at the moment.
h) Would you like to leave a message?
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i) I’m going to put you on hold. Is that ok?
j) Please can you put me on speaker phone.
k) Please can you call me back?
l) I would like to leave a message.
m) Did you have a good weekend?
n) How are you?
o) Sorry, I can’t hear you very well.
p) Sorry we got cut off.
q) Please can you repeat that.
r) Who do you want to speak to?
s) Where are you calling from?

5. Identify the following jumps to other grids:
- Questions
- Chat Phrases
- Arrangements
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Worksheet 53: Arrangement
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) I have a meeting.
b) Sorry I can’t make it.
c) I need to rearrange.
d) I have an appointment.

2. Identify the following sentence starters:
I. I would like to arrange

II. I am meeting
III. I have
IV. It’s

3. Use the sentence starters to compose the following:
a) I have an interview.
b) I would like to arrange a day trip.
c) It’s on Wednesday.
d) I am meeting my friend.

4. Identify the following wordlists:
- Events
- Requesting help
- Apologies
- Changing Arrangements

5. Find the following phrases:
a) Please can you book it.
b) Please can you find out.
c) Please can you ask.
d) I need to change the venue.
e) I can’t attend.
f) I need to change the date.
g) A visit
h) A party
i) A date
j) I can’t because
k) Sorry I can’t make it
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l) What shall we do?
m) What’s convenient for you?
n) When are you available?
o) Sorry
p) That’s good for me.
q) I can’t do that.
r) That’s not good for me.
s) I can do that.

6. Identify the following jumps to other grids:
- Time
- People
- Telephone
- Places
- Numbers
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Worksheet 54: Holidays
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) I would like to see the brochure please.
b) I would like to book a holiday.
c) Hello, I have a reservation.
d) Please can I have my room key.

2. Identify the following sentence starters:
I. I would like to go to

II. I would like to stay
III. I need to book
IV. I want

3. Use the sentence starters to compose the following:
a) I would like to stay in a hotel.
b) I would like to stay at a holiday park.
c) I would like to go to France.
d) I would like to go to Wales.
e) I want a holiday in the countryside.
f) I want a beach holiday.
g) I want a sightseeing holiday.
h) I need to book a twin room.
i) I need to book a room with wheelchair access.

4. Identify the following wordlists:
- Accommodation
- Travel Agent
- Checking in
- Complaining
- Checking out

Please check each wordlist and add personalised information where required.

5. Find the following phrases:
a) Where would you recommend?
b) I want to make a booking.
c) How much is the deposit?
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d) Please can you show me to the room.
e) Please can you help me with my luggage.
f) Where is the lift?
g) I want to check out please.
h) Please can I have the bill.
i) There is a problem with my room.
j) I would like to speak to the manager please.
k) I would like alternative accommodation please.
l) What’s the journey like?
m) What is there to do?
n) What is the hotel like?
o) Do you have any vacancies?
p) I agree.
q) It was great!
r) I would not recommend it.
s) Caravan
t) Hotel
u) Cottage
v) Apartment
w) Adult
x) Child

6. Find the jump to “Holiday Snaps”. You can use this grid to create a photo album of 
your holiday by adding photos and captions to the wordlist for this grid.

7. Identify the following jumps to other grids:
- Numbers
- Travel
- Time
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Worksheet 55: Work
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) Who is supporting me today?
b) I would like to talk to my supervisor.

2. Identify the following sentence starters:
I. I don’t want to

II. I like
III. I would like to do
IV. I don’t like

3. Use the sentence starters to compose the following:
a) I would like to do work experience.
b) I would like to do voluntary work.
c) I don’t want to do Office work.
d) I don’t want to do retail work.
e) I like working with children.
f) I don’t like catering work.

4. Identify the following wordlists:
- Retail Work
- Office Duties
- Catering
- Jobs – Children
- Jobs – Animals

5. Find the following phrases:
a) What time do I start?
b) How many hours a week is it?
c) How much will I get paid?
d) What is your occupation?
e) Will I have an interview?
f) Working on a farm.
g) Working in a petshop.
h) Grooming the animals.
i) Computer work.
j) Filing.
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k) Working on reception.
l) Taking orders.
m) Preparing food.
n) Working on the till.
o) Stock taking.
p) Packing bags.
q) Serving customers.
r) Working in a school.
s) Working in a youth club.
t) Helping in the classroom.
u) Working in a nursery.
v) Pardon.
w) I am enjoying it.
x) I am finding it boring.
y) I don’t know.
z) I agree.

6. Identify the following jumps to other grids:
- Time
- Numbers
- Spelling
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Worksheet 56: Benefits
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) What bnefits can I claim?
b) Please can you help me with my application?
c) I am entitled to it.
d) Please can you explain my benefits to me.

2. Identify the following sentence starters:
I. I receive

II. Please tell me about
III. What is…?
IV. Am I entitled to

3. Use the sentence starters to compose the following:
a) Please tell me about Disability Living Allowance.
b) I receive Direct Payments.
c) What is the Blue Badge parking Scheme?
d) Am I entitled to Disability Living Allowance, Mobility Component?

4. Identify the following wordlists:
- Services
- Housing
- Mobility

5. Find the following phrases:
a) Housing Benefit
b) Disability Facilities Grants
c) The Mobility Scheme
d) Disability Living Allowance, Care Component
e) How do I claim?
f) What is it?
g) How much will I get?
h) It’s not enough.
i) I’m not entitled to it.
j) It’s enough.
k) Please can you help me.
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6. Identify the following jumps to other grids:
- Transition
- Money
- Banking
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Worksheet 57: Transition
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) I would like to talk to my Social Worker about my transition.
b) What options do I have?
c) What is available in my area?
d) I would like to talk to my Careers Advisor about my transition.

2. Identify the following sentence starters:
I. I want to live

II. I need
III. I don’t want
IV. I would like to

3. Use the sentence starters to compose the following:
a) I would like to employ my own carers.
b) I would like to go to college.
c) I need environmental controls.
d) I need adapted accommodation.
e) I want to live in a bungalow.
f) I want to live independently.
g) I want to live with other people.
h) I don’t want______________________ (Write a list here:________________ 

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________)

4. Identify the following wordlists:
- Planning
- Accommodation
- Occupation

5. Find the following phrases:
a) Paid work
b) Community activities
c) Study
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d) Day Centre
e) Supported Living Accommodation
f) House
g) Flat
h) Group home
i) Family home
j) I would like to speak to my Social Worker.
k) I would like an advocate.
l) I would like to talk to my family.
m) I am working on my Person Centred Plan.
n) I would like to see a brochure.
o) What can I do at College?
p) What can I do at a day centre?
q) What other opportunities are there?
r) What funding is available?
s) I don’t agree.
t) I like it.

6. Identify the following jumps to other grids:
- Work
- Benefits
- At Home
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Worksheet 58: Games
Jump to this grid from the Vocabulary for Life grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) Who do you support?
b) It’s my turn.
c) No cheating!
d) What’s the score?

2. Identify the following sentence starters:
I. I would like to play

II. My favourite is
III. I like
IV. I don’t like

3. Use the sentence starters to compose the following:
a) My favourite is _____________ (please complete).
b) I would like to play Boccia.
c) I like football.
d) I don’t like cricket.

4. Identify the following wordlists:
- Rugby
- Games
- Football
- Boccia
- General (phrases)
- Computer Games
- Cricket
- Tennis

Please check each wordlist and add personalised information where required.

5. Find the following words/ phrases to help you talk about your favourite sports/ 
games:

1) Premier League
2) World Cup
3) Non-league team
4) Match (Football)
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5) Goal
6) Penalty
7) Yellow card
8) Goal Keeper
9) Off-side rule
10) Kick off
11) Extra time
12) Foul
13) Corner kick
14) Boccia ramp
15) Jack ball
16) Dead ball
17) Referee
18) Red
19) Test
20) Run
21) Batsman
22) Over
23) Wicket keeper
24) Bat (action)
25) The Ashes
26) Umpire
27) Snakes & Ladders
28) Snap
29) Chess
30) Board game
31) Dominoes
32) Sin bin
33) Scrum
34) Try
35) The Six Nations
36) Hat trick
37) Xbox 360
38) Playstation
39) Nintendo DS
40) Wii Fit
41) Match (Tennis)
42) Serve
43) Court
44) Advantage
45) Tie break
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46) Wimbledon
47) The U.S. Open
48) Mixed Doubles
49) Scoreboard
50) Champion
51) Team
52) Game (general)
53) My turn.
54) Roll the dice.
55) These are the rules.

6. Identify the following jumps to other grids:
- Activities
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Worksheet 59: Create Email or SMS
Jump to this grid from the Special Functions grid. You can jump to Jump to this from the 
Home (Start) grid. 

1. Use the wordlist for this grid to find the following:
a) Dear
b) Hello
c) Thank you for your text.
d) It was nice to hear from you.

2. Use the sentence starter “I’ll meet you on” to compose the following:
I. I’ll meet you on Friday.

II. I’ll meet you on Monday.
III. I’ll meet you on Thursday.

3. Identify the following wordlists:
a) Events
b) People
c) Goodbyes
d) News

4. Find the following phrases:
a) Hope you had a good holiday.
b) Happy Birthday.
c) Mum
d) I hope to hear from you soon.
e) Take care.
f) See you soon.
g) Best wishes.
h) Lots of love.
i) How is everyone?
j) Are you free for lunch?
k) How are you?

NB: Please add personalised information to the “People” and “News” wordlists.

5. Identify the following jumps to other grids:
- Send as Text
- Making Arrangements
- Send as E-mail
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- Spelling
- Chat Phrases

6. To send an E-mail/ Text message, use this grid to compose your message. Then 
select the jump to either Send as Text or Send as E-mail. Next select the person to 
whom you wish to send your message from your contacts list and select “Send”. 
Please note in order to carry out this function you must have set up your e-mail 
account/ internet connection or mobile phone connection and added to your 
contacts lists.
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Worksheet 60: Conversation Skills
Exercises Relevant C&G Units

Practise your conversation skills using a topic of your choosing 
e.g. getting to know you, the weather today, what you did at 
the weekend, last night’s television programmes etc.

You will need to practise:

1. Recognising and responding to partner’s conversation 
opening.

2. Starting a conversation appropriately:
- Gain partners attention
- Make a comment
- Make a request
- Introduce yourself
- Ask a question
- Choose social conversation e.g.  small talk about 

the weather 

3. Keeping the conversation going:
- Listen to identify the topic.
- Make a relevant comment.
- Take turns.
- Give information.
- Give an explanation.
- Maintain the topic of conversation.
- Answer a question appropriately.
- Ask an appropriate question.
- Use appropriate language.
- Recognise a change in topic.
- Change the topic.
- Interrupt when necessary.

4. Repair the conversation if needed e.g. repeat a message, 
ask for help if needed, change a message, ask a question 
to repair the conversation, request repetition and 
clarification.

5. Close the conversation by using :
- relevant farewells (formal and/ or informal) 
- quick closures e.g. “Sorry, I need to go”.
- Make an excuse

NB: Participating in a conversation through Skype or Telephone can be used 
as evidence for Remote Communication.

Conversation Skills
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Worksheet 61: Giving Opinions
Exercises Relevant C&G Units

For this scenario, you can either choose one of the following 
topics or suggest a topic of your own to discuss with your 
friends/ peers:

- Top 10 singles or albums chart
- Favourite films
- Favourite TV programmes
- Favourite celebrities
- Contestants on reality TV shows e.g. X Factor, Strictly 

Come Dancing

1. Say what you like (relevant to the topic)

2. Say what you don’t like (relevant to the topic)

3. Ask others what they like/ don’t like?

4. Say what you think about a particular song/ artist/ 
celebrity/ TV programme/ Film etc (relevant to topic) 
e.g. “ It’s rubbish.”

5. Ask others what they think?

6. Agree and/or disagree with other people’s opinions.

7. Ask for an explanation e.g. “Why?”

8. Try to persuade others to change their opinion.

Asserting Independence

(May also include 
Conversation Skills)
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Worksheet 62: Directing Care (Morning 
Routine)

Exercises Relevant C&G Units
Imagine you have a new carer who is helping you with your 
morning routine. Role play directing your morning routine to 
include the following:

1. Tell him/ her what you:
- Like
- Don’t like

2. Tell the carer:
- What time you get up in the morning.
- You would like a shower.
- Ask him/ her to brush your teeth.
- Ask for help to get dressed.

3. Choose what you would like to wear.

4. Ask your carer to help you to do your hair e.g. dry hair, 
brush hair, style hair.

5. As appropriate to age/ gender/ personal preferences, 
ask to EITHER have a shave OR put on your make-up. 

Give a list of items you need, appropriate to the chosen 
activity.

6. Tell your carer you would like to put on some perfume/ 
aftershave.

7. Thank your carer for his/ her help today.

Asserting independence

Directing others

Asserting independence
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Worksheet 63: My Communication or 
AAC

Exercises Relevant C&G Units
1. Explain to your carer/ therapist/ teacher how you 

communicate/ use your AAC OR with help from your 
carer/ therapist / teacher, write a communication 
passport/ profile to explain to new people how you 
communicate*.

2. Say what needs to be done to make your AAC user ready 
e.g. charging

3. A) Identify new/ additional vocabulary needed for your 
AAC (It may be helpful to refer to worksheets in this 
workbook in which you have already identified areas for 
personalisation).
B) Practise recording unique phrases/ sentences you 
have composed in the “Missing Phrases” grid using the 
Add to Missing Phrases cell on the “My AAC” grid.

4. Direct carer/ teacher/ therapist to where the new 
vocabulary should be programmed.

*Various resources are available on-line e.g. 
http://www.communicationpassports.org.uk/Resources/Creating-
Passports/Templates/ 
http://www.scope.org.uk/help-and-information/publications/communication-
passport

Organise own AAC 
equipment

(Could also cover 
elements of:

Directing Others
Asserting Independence

Conversation Skills)
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Worksheet 64: Wheelchair or AAC 
Problem

Exercises Relevant C&G Units
1. Choose a problem that could occur with either your 

AAC/ Communicator or your wheelchair e.g. Broken 
footrest, Communicator not charging properly. Explain/ 
describe the problem to your carer/ therapist/ teacher.

2. A) Request help to resolve the problem.
B) Suggest what can be done to resolve the problem.
C) Ask for advice/ support 

3. Role play the procedure to tackle the problem e.g. 
contacting OT/ Wheelchair service/ SLT.

4. Evaluate how well you resolved the problem including 
progress (whether problem resolved or not), what went 
well/ didn’t go well.

Dealing with problems 
in daily life

Organise own AAC (if 
AAC problem)

Dealing with problems 
in daily life

Dealing with problems 
in daily life

Possibly also: 
Conversation Skills

Remote Communication
Directing Others

Asserting independence

Dealing with problems 
in daily life
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Worksheet 65: Shopping
Exercise Relevant C&G Units

1. Tell your carer/ therapist/ teacher that you want to go 
shopping.

2. State what you are going to buy and what shop(s) you 
want/ need to go to.

3. State what you need to take with you e.g. money, coat.

4. Role play what you might need to say when you arrive at 
the shop including:

a) Asking for help/ assistance:
- Demonstrate appropriate greeting &/ or 

method of gaining attention.
- Request help to find the right size
- Request help to get/ reach for something
- Ask where to find an item, 
- Ask carer/ shop assistant to move something 

out of the way.
- Close conversation appropriately e.g. “Thank 

you.”

b) Pay for the item(s):
- Demonstrate appropriate greeting &/ or 

method of gaining attention.
- Ask how much it costs?
- State “I have £20.”
- Ask for help to pay
- Direct Carer or Shop assistant regarding the 

help you need e.g. take money out of purse, 
count change, pack bag etc.

- Request a receipt.
- Close conversation appropriately e.g. “Thank 

you”, “Goodbye”.

c) Making a complaint:
- Ask to speak to the manager
- Request a refund or exchange
- Say why need a refund/exchange e.g. “It 

doesn’t fit”, “This item is faulty”.
- Close conversation appropriately.

5. State what you think of your purchase e.g. like/ dislike/ 
happy/ unhappy.

Directing Others

Directing Others/ 
Asserting Independence

Directing Others

Conversation Skills

Directing Others/ 
Dealing with problems 
in daily life

Conversation Skills/ 
Asserting Independence

Conversation Skills

Dealing with problems 
in daily life/ Directing 
Others

Asserting Independence 
Skills/ Conversation 
Skills

Dealing with problems 
in daily life/ Asserting 
Independence

Conversation Skills
Asserting Independence
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Worksheet 66: Going Out For a Meal
Exercise Relevant C&G Units

6. Tell your carer/ therapist/ teacher that you want to go 
out for a meal.

7. Choose and state where you would like to go.

8. State what you need to take with you e.g. money, coat.

9. Role play:
a) arriving at the restaurant/ pub/ café and 

ordering a meal:
- Gain attention of/ greet waiter/ waitress 

appropriately.
- Say you have booked a table.
- Ask for the menu and help to read it (if 

needed).
- State you are ready to order.
- Order a drink and a main meal
- Ask for some napkins.
- Warn your friend that the food is hot.

b) Social Conversation with a friend:
- Start a conversation e.g. “What’s your 

favourite restaurant/ food?”
- Keep conversation going e.g. answer 

questions, take turns, offer information etc.
- Repair the conversation e.g. “Please can you 

say that again.”

d) Pay for the item(s):
- Demonstrate appropriate greeting &/ or 

method of gaining attention.
- Ask for the bill.
- Ask for help to pay
- Direct Carer or waiter/ waitress regarding the 

help you need e.g. take money out of purse, 
count change, pack bag etc.

- Close conversation appropriately e.g. “Thank 
you”, “Goodbye”.

e) Making a complaint:
- Gain attention appropriately.
- Explain that you have been given the wrong 

order and state what you actually ordered.
- Close conversation appropriately.

Conversation Skills/ 
Directing Others

Directing Others/ 
Asserting Independence
Directing Others

Conversation Skills

Directing Others

Directing Others/ 
Asserting Independence

Conversation Skills

Conversation Skills

Dealing with problems 
in daily life/ Directing 
Others

Asserting Independence 
Skills/ Conversation 
Skills

Dealing with problems 
in daily life/ Asserting 
Independence
Conversation Skills
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10. Give your opinion on the food/ service you received e.g. 
“It tastes nice.” “I like/ don’t like it” etc. Asserting Independence
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Worksheet 67: In Town
Exercises Relevant C&G Units

For this scenario your carer/ therapist/ teacher should choose a 
FAMILIAR place such as a particular shop, building or café in 
your local town/ village that you are likely to access.

1. Think about how you are going to access this place:
- What do you need? i.e. specialist equipment, access 

points such as lifts and ramps etc
- What information might you need? What questions 

could you ask?
- What other help/ support do you need? 

2. Imagine you are in town with your carer or friend. You 
notice that the pavement is very uneven. You are 
concerned s/he might trip over. What could you say to 
warn your carer or friend about this problem?

3. Now imagine that you are a bit lost. You need to find 
your way back to a place of your choosing:
- How do you feel?
- Discuss what you should do. E.g. Ask for help.
- How are you going to ask for help/ what are you going 

to say?
- Role-play this situation with your carer/ therapist/ 

teacher choosing whether you are going to get help 
from someone familiar or unfamiliar to you.

4. Imagine there has been an accident:
- What could you do to gain attention?
- Explain what has happened. “There’s been an 

accident.”
- Ask for help to call for the Police or an ambulance.
- Ask someone to telephone your emergency contact.

Directing others

Directing others

Asserting independence
Dealing with problems 

in daily life

Conversation skills

Dealing with problems 
in daily life

Directing others
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Worksheet 68: Planning a Journey
Exercises Relevant C&G Units

1. Discuss planning a short/ straightforward journey (REAL 
if possible) with your carer/ therapist/ teacher, to 
include the following:
- Where you would like to go
- When you would like to go (date/ day/ time)
- Who you would like to go with
- How you are going to get there/ what mode(s) of 

transport are you going to use?
    

2. If going by public transport, role play purchasing tickets 
including:
- Open the conversation appropriately.
- Ask for the correct number and type of tickets to your 

chosen destination.
- Pay for the tickets, asking for appropriate support if 

needed.
- Close the conversation appropriately.
OR
If you have decided to go by taxi, role-play making a 
booking:
- Open the conversation appropriately.
- Say you would like to book a taxi, where you are 

going, when and for how many people.
- Ask how much it costs.
- Close the conversation appropriately.
- You may wish to consider remote communication e.g. 

using the telephone.

3. Request additional information about your journey:
- Identify what other information you need to know.
- Identify HOW you are going to get the information e.g. 

who to ask, where e.g. railway station, bus station, 
internet etc

- EITHER: Role-play asking for the information yourself 
OR Direct your carer/ teacher/ therapist to obtain the 
information.

- You may wish to consider remote communication e.g. 
telephone call, e-mail etc.

4. After you have been on your journey:
- Comment on how the journey went e.g. good journey/ 

bad journey, any problems that occurred.
- Would you do anything different next time? How?

Directing Others/ 
Asserting Independence

Conversation skills
Directing others

Conversation skills
Directing others

Remote communication

Dealing with problems 
in daily life

Directing Others

Remote communication

Asserting Independence
(Dealing with problems 

in daily life)
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Worksheet 69: Doctor's Appointment
Exercises Relevant C&G Units

1. Role play telephoning your Doctor’s surgery to make an 
appointment:
- Say something like “Hello, I would like to make an 

appointment to see the doctor please.”
- Give personal information in response to questions.
- Answer “Yes/ No” to closed questions
- Ask for a morning appointment.
- Repair the conversation e.g. ask for more time, say 

you can’t hear, ask for repetition etc
- Close the conversation appropriately.

2. Role play a consultation with the doctor:
- Tell the receptionist you have an appointment to see 

the doctor.
- Describe your symptoms/ the reason for visiting the 

doctor.
- Tell the doctor when you started feeling unwell.
- The doctor gives you a prescription. Ask how much 

(medicine) you can take.

3. Role play telephoning the surgery to change your 
appointment:
- Open the conversation appropriately.
- Explain that you have an appointment with the doctor 

or nurse.
- Say when (day/ time) your appointment is.
- Apologise that you are unable to attend.
- Say you need to change your appointment.
- Make a new appointment.
- Close the conversation appropriately.

Remote communication

Directing others

Remote Communication

Asserting independence
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Worksheet 70: Mealtime Support
Exercises Relevant C&G Units

1. Decide/ choose what you would like to have for dinner.

2. Tell your carer how the food needs to be prepared 
(according to your mealtime support plan or equivalent)

3. Tell your carer about any food/ textures you can’t eat.

4. Tell your carer what else you need (i.e. equipment)

5. Tell your carer any other relevant information regarding:

- Dos and don’ts
- Positioning
- Environment
- Utensils
- Any other significant/ relevant information

6. Tell your carer about any warning signs to look out for.

7. Give feedback to your carer e.g. comment on the food, 
encouragement

Directing others

Asserting
 Independence

Asserting
 independence

Directing others/ 
Asserting independence
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Worksheet 71: Cook a Simple Meal or 
Snack

Exercises Relevant C&G Units
1. Choose a simple meal e.g. beans on toast, jacket potato/ 

filling, a sandwich/ filling.

2. Make a list of :
- Ingredients you need
- Equipment you need

3. Give step by step instructions to your carer/ therapist/ 
teacher etc to make the meal/ snack.

4. Give your carer/ therapist/ teacher encouragement as 
they prepare the meal/ snack e.g. Well done”, “That’s 
right!”

5. Comment on the finished meal/ snack e.g. “I like it”, “It 
tastes nice” etc.

Directing others

Asserting independence
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Worksheet 72: Plan a Party or Event
Exercises Relevant C&G Units

1. Make suggestions and decide what sort of event you are 
going to organise.

2. Suggest and decide on:
- Date
- Time
- Place
- Who is it for/ who are you going to invite?

3. Direct carer/ therapist/ teacher/ other to design an 
invitation or poster e.g. colour, size, shape etc, giving 
feedback/ encouragement, e.g. “That’s great! I like it”, 
during the process.

4. Decide and organise to post or e-mail the invitation/ 
poster to relevant people.

5. Decide on and direct any other arrangements for your 
event e.g. transport, food, music etc.

Directing others/ 
Asserting Independence

Directing others/ 
Asserting Independence

Directing others/ 
Asserting Independence

Directing others/ 
Asserting 

independence/ Remote 
communication

Directing Others/ 
Asserting independence
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Worksheet 73: Booking a Holiday
Exercises Relevant C&G Units

It may be helpful to have a few holiday brochures for ideas/ 
reference when completing the following tasks.

1. With your carer/ therapist/ teacher/ friend discuss and 
decide the following:
- Where to go
- When to go
- How you are going to get there.

2. Imagine you are at the travel agent:
- Ask to see the brochure.
- What other information do you need to know before 

booking your holiday? What questions could you ask?
- Role-play booking the holiday at the travel agent. 

Open/ close the conversation appropriately. Make 
sure you say where you want to go/ stay, how many 
people are going, how many/ what type of rooms you 
need, how you are going to get there etc.

- Make arrangements for your journey e.g. how, what 
time, where from etc.

- Ask how/ when to pay the bill.

3. You need to apply for a new passport:
- Ask to go to the post office.
- Ask for passport applications and where to find the 

application forms.
- What other travel services can the post office help you 

with?

4. At the hotel:
- CHECKING IN:

Say you have a reservation.
Give your name
Ask for help with your luggage.
Find out when breakfast is.

- CHECKING OUT:
Say you want to check out.
Ask for the bill

Conversation skills/ 
Directing Others/ 

Asserting independence

Directing others/ 
Conversation skills

Directing others
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Worksheet 74: Transition Planning
Exercises Relevant C&G Units

Carry out the following activities with someone who knows you 
well * Imagine you are planning for your transition from 
College:

1. Tell your carer/ therapist/ teacher about your 
preferences for:
- Where you would like/ would not like to live
- Occupation – in general terms (e.g. further education, 

paid or voluntary work, day centre etc.)
- Leisure activities you like/ dislike

2. What support/ services (in general terms) do you think 
you will need in order to:
- Care for yourself
- Carry out activities of daily living e.g. shopping, 

cleaning, cooking
- Access leisure activities
- Keep healthy
- Maintain and develop your AAC
- Other relevant areas

3. Who else do you need to talk to about your transition 
plans?

4. What else do you need to know to help you with your 
planning? E.G. what options are available locally, what 
benefits you are entitled to etc.

5. Imagine you are planning a work experience placement.
- What type of work would you like/ not like to do?
- What questions will you need to ask before you start 

your placement?
OR
Talk about a work experience placement you have 
already attended.
- What did you do/ where?
- What did you think/ feel about the placement?
- What did you like/ dislike?
- What would you like to do next?

*Please adapt this activity to the needs and ability of the user depending on 
their level of knowledge/ insight regarding their transition choices. For 
example, offer specific options for the user to choose, make suggestions for the 
user to consider, relate the questions to work the user may have already 
completed relevant to their transition planning.  

Asserting 
independence/ directing 

others

Directing others

Asserting 
independence/ directing 

others   

Asserting independence   
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Worksheet Progress Record
CATEGORY BASED GRIDS 
SHEET 

NO.
TITLE: DATE 

COMPLETED:
COMMENTS: RECORDED BY:

1 Feelings
2 Health
3 Body Parts
4 Actions
5 People
6 Clothes
7 Nature
8 Nature: 

Animal 
Categories

9 Nature: My 
Animals

10 Nature: 
Animal facts

11 Nature: Plants 
& Trees

12 Nature: 
Horticulture

13 Meals 
14 Meals 2
15 Drinks
16 Places
17 Transport
18 At Home
19 At Home: 

Objects
20 Weather
21 Activities
22 Descriptions
23 Time
24 Numbers
25 Sentence 

Words
26 Cooking
27 Money
28 Personal 

Grooming
29 TV
30 Music
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GENERAL PHRASES
SHEET 

NO:
TITLE: DATE 

COMPLETED:
COMMENTS: RECORDED BY:

31 Quick Stuff
32 Starters
33 Questions
34 Chat Phrases
35 My Opinions
36 About Me
37 Jokes

VOCABULARY FOR LIFE
SHEET 

NO:
TITLE: DATE 

COMPLETED:
COMMENTS: RECORDED BY:

38 Care
39 My AAC
40 Wheelchair
41 Shopping
42 Eating Out
43 Banking
44 Post Office
45 Emergency
46 Safety
47 Travel
48 Accessibility
49 Medical 

Appointment
50 Mealtime 

Support
51 Meal 

Preparation
52 Telephone
53 Arrangement
54 Holidays
55 Work
56 Benefits
57 Transition
58 Games
59 Create E-mail 

or SMS
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SCENARIOS
SHEET 

NO:
TITLE: DATE 

COMPLETED:
COMMENTS: RECORDED BY:

60 Conversation 
Skills

61 Giving Opinions

62 Directing Care 
(Morning 
Routine)

63 My 
Communication/ 
AAC

64 Wheelchair or 
AAC problem

65 Shopping

66 Going out for a 
meal

67 In Town

68 Planning a 
journey

69 Doctor’s 
Appointment

70 Mealtime 
Support

71 Cook a simple 
meal/ snack

72 Plan a party or 
event

73 Booking a 
holiday

74 Transition 
Planning
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Vocabulary Requests
DATE 

REQUESTED
WORD/ PHRASE NOTES 

(e.g. Special 
Considerations)

DATE 
PROGRAMMED

COMPLETED 
BY:
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Maintenance Record
DATE PROBLEM ACTION TAKEN

TO RESOLVE 
PROBLEM

FURTHER ACTION 
NEEDED

COMPLETED 
BY:
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Backup Record
DATE NAME OF USER/ 

GRID BUNDLE
LOCATION SAVED BACK UP TAKEN BY:
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Programming Record
DATE WORD/ PHRASE GRID NAME WORDLIST ADDED BY
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Personal AAC / Communication Plan
Name:__________________________Date of Birth:_______________ Grid 2 User Name:______________NAME OF SLT:_________________   
AAC System Information (E.G. Device Name, Access Method etc.):   
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

AREAS FOR DEVELOPMENT (I am working towards…):

GOALS/ TARGETS: I WILL ACHIEVE THIS BY: ACHIEVED: Yes or No/ Date

DATE SET:____________ AGREED WITH: ______________________ PLANNED REVIEW DATE:___________ACTUAL REVIEW DATE:_______

  STRENGTHS (I am good at/ I have achieved….):          


